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ABSTRACT
Fritz, Robert Stewart. "A Study of Cost Differential Between
Comparative Day and Evening Programs at a Selected
Community College." Unpublished Doctor of Education
dissertation 9 University of the Pacific, 1975.
Purpose:

The purpose of the study was to utilize costing

procedures developed by the Western Interstate Commission on
Higher Education to compare per-student credit hour cost for
disciplines taught in both.the day and evening.
Procedures:

(1) A structure to iden~ify and categorize simi-

lar patterns of activity based upon the work performed by the
vrestern Interstate Commission on Higher Education provide·d
the foundation for the study.

(2) Allocation of direct costs

"ms .made to each discipline defined through the initial
identification of activities.

(3)

Services rendered to the

categories of evening and day collegiate programs were
examined, with allocation of costs to common disciplines
based upon recognized parameters which were established from
the literature.

(4) ·Student credit hour cost ·for each of the

disciplines was calculated through the division of total cost
for the discipline by the number of credit hours in each
category.

( 5) Co.sts for disciplines taught both in the day

and evening categories were compared through utilization of
an F-distribution and a significance level of .05.

iv

Findings:

(1) A modification of the Program Classification

Structure can be effectively used to compare costs of day and
evening college.

(2).Based upon a 2-tailed comparison uti-·

lizing a .05 level of significance, there is a significant
difference

betwee~

the cost per credit hour for cost centers

representing the direct and full cost of the day and evening
categories.
Recommendations for Further Study:

Additional research

should be conducted so that there may be ( 1 ) further .examination of needs of the evening student; (2) examination of
optimum enrollment ratios for day and evening; (3) further
examination of activity analysis procedures; (4) consideration of the need for "off-campus" faculty involvement; (5)
examination of alternative methods of financing by the state;
( 6) examination of courses from the standpoint of the.ir value
to education and the community.
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Chapter
INTRODUCTION
• • • There is a major need for accepted procedures and
illustrative information concerning allocation of college
and university costs. . • . More specifically, it
appears that information on the total costs and expenditures will be found useful by colleges and universities,
as an aid to establishing priorities among continuing
and/or new undergraduate and related programs . . • and
by units of government . . • as an ai.d in planning the
nature and scale of capital facilities, an aid in pl.an-ning for allocation td colleges and universities . • • . 1
This statement from the GRADCOS'r Proposal clearly
expresses the need for information which wi.ll facilitate the
allocation of scarce resources to competing needs in higher

.
t.lon. 2ed.uca
Support of higher education, in the opinion of experts
among administrators and economists, has suffered for several
major reasons:

(1) a general revolt against high taxes;

(2)

a reduced regard for higher education generally; (3) a
reaction of older people against the current styles of
younger people; and (4) a lingering resentment toward campus
1 "A Proposal to the National Science Foundation from
the Council of Graduate Schools in the United States
Requesting Funding for a Study of the Costs of Graduate
Education," January 21, 1971, p. ·1.
2Robert D. Lamson, Elements ReJ.ated to the Determi-nation.of Costs and Benefits of Graduate Education
(Washington, D.C.: The Council of Graduate Schools in the
United States, National Association of College and. Business
Officers, April 30, 1970), p. 1.

2

violence and student reaction against the social issues which
were so dramatically culminated at Kent State and Isla
Vista. 3
Against the background of such suffering public support for higher education, the burden of proof for educational finance appears to be shifting to the institutions
themselves.

MacMillan suggests that a request for finance
\

to the electorate or to the legislature is not of itself sufficient for institutions of higher education any more, but"it
must also be demonstrated that the money will, in fact, be
well used. 4
A study by the National Science Foundation capsulized
the problem when vlri ting, "there is an increasing need for
colleges to have up to the minute, accurate, complete data
concerning the financial activity of the colleges." 5
Chait's opinion is that one important aspect of the
task of restoring confidence in higher education, thereby
re-establishing the value of the investment in the functions
of higher education, is financial responsibility.

In Chait's

words, "a requirement for confidence is efficiency in
3Thomas F. MacMillan, A._Qost Analysis of the Da;y
Credit Pr.Qgram at Santa Barbara Ci_1y: Colleg_e--li'all Semester
1970 ~Santa Barbara, California: Santa Barbara City College,
March 2, 1971), p. 1.

4Ibid.
5§y§tems for Measurin~_and Reporting the Resources and

Activities of Colleges and Universities, National Science
Foundation, l'ir8F 1967, Report 1 5.

3
financial operations that reveals the institutions
. 11y governa bl e. n 6
f inahcla
There is some evidence to suggest that California's
community college system is taking Cheit's suggestions seriously.

Currently, there is interest in the establishment of

institutional goals and objectives in relation to budgetary
considerations.
Perhaps the major activity has been in the.area of
investigating what Cheit has labeled "internal efficiency" of
the community colleges.

Heinkel published "A Cost Accounting

Model to Assess Actual Costs of Vocational and Nonvocational
Courses" in the San Diego District in July, 1970, as a background paper for the community college chancellor's advisory
committee· on cost cffecti veness for the California community
colleges. 7

Heinkel's paper represented a significant attempt

·to provide the "hard" data on costs that could provide a partial basis for

~ecision

making on the cost-benefit model.

Subsequently, the California Junior College Association's
Ad Hoc Committee on Program Budgeting published an interim
report calling for the establishment of a program budgeting
system in the community colleges by 1974. 8
6Earl F. Cheit, "Outsider's Look at Financial Crisis·

in Higher Education," The Chronicle of Higher Education,
Vol. 11 , December 7, 1970.
7Otto A. Heinkel, A Cost Accounting JViodel to Assess
Actual Costs of Vocational Courses and Nonvocational Courses,
San Diego Community Colleges, July, 1970,
Report 70.12.
8MacMillan, op. cit., p. 2.
~-.

4
Since cost allocation is such an important factor in
the successful operation of a

p~ogram

budgeting system, the

topic becomes essential to a thorough examination and implementation of responsible community college government.
Hall suggests, one of the problems encountered in

As

in~tiating

a planning, programming budgeting system is the problem of
allocating costs to specific programs.9

Hall continues,

commenting that cost allocation is important to the implementation of a "PPB" System because:

(1) actual program costs
•

provide a base from which to predict future resource requirements, (2) actual program costs per unit of benefit or object
achieved can be the criterion on which to base resource allocation requirements, and ( 3) any sj_gnificant di.screpancy in
actual program costs per unit of objectives achieved and
budgeted program costs per unit serves as a·signal that the
situation which gave rise to the variances needs further
investigation. 10
STATEMENT OF THE PRO·BLEM .
Currently community colleges are experiencing a
meteoric rise in enrollment in the evening college programs,
while the historically popular day programs are suffering in
9Marc Earl Hall, ·"The Discovery of Surrogate l\1easures
of Effort and the Allocation of Faculty .Salaries in Selected
Junior Colleges Des:j..ri.ng to Implement a Program Budgeti.ng
System" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, University of
California, Berkeley, 1972), p. 1.
10 Ibid.

5
many of the academic disciplines which for many years had
enjoyed great success.

Since financial support is received

from the state of California in relation to the average daily
attendance, it would appear that whether a student is a fulltime or part-time student, or whether he is attending during
the day or in the evening is i.rrelevant.

However,' this is

not the case since the state allots approximately one-half
the amount when the student is classified as a part-time
adult student ("defined adult")--$556 versus $1,022 per full-·
time equivalent (FTE).
The decision which must be made is related to the
number and size of evening offerings which should be
encouraged by the college district.

Unfortunately, cost

figures have :not been kept in such a manner as to allow for
compa:cison; little or no information is kept to determine the
costs of the two categories.

The problem can be answered

through a complete investigatJ.on.

This study attempts to

answer the problem through a study 1 of comparative costs.
RATIONALE
Purpose of the

Stu~y

The purpose of this study will be to utilize costing.
procedures, developed by the Western Interstate Commission on
Higher Educ?-tion (WICHE), in which disciplines are identified
and costs allocated, to compare the_ costs per student credit
hour for disciplines which are taught both in the evening and
day.

6

Jiy:potheses and As_f2_umptions
The hypotheses which will be used to develop the study
are· as follows:
H

0

There is no significant difference (.05 level of

significance) between student credit hour costs of similar courses taught both in the day and evening
categories of enrollment.
H1

There is a significant difference (.05 level 6f

significance) between student credit hour cost$ of similar courses taught both in the day and evening
categories of enrollment.
The following assumptions will be made for the purpose
of this study:
1.

Costs of evening and day college

discipline~

can be

established and differentiated through a combination of
personal interviews and an analysis of accounting data
in conjunction with principles established by a recognized national organization.
2.

A study made in a primarily suburban area of a city
between 250,000 and 500,000 persons can be. utilized by
any community college as a model.

3.

A large

percentage of the evening college students

falls in the category of "defined adult."

7
BACKG.ROUND OF

~PHE

STUDY

In review·i.ng studies in cost analysis, Lamson noted
that cost analysis is based on modeling of the higher edv.cation production process, vlhich represents one of the most
sophistj_cated branches of costing. 11

The importance of

making known the implicit relationships embodied in analysis
lies not so much in the fact that assumptions may be
restrictive as in the fact that results may not be comI

parable with results of other models.

This writer found

other models which had been developed, but each was found to
center on a different aspect, such as the day program or
vocational cost models.
The literature on cost analysis tends to emphasize
the advantages of modeling.

It affords the opportunity to

modify and experiment with reality by means of a surrogate
subject 1 which allows the user to avoid. tampering with the
.

. 12

rea 1 sub Jec-c.

Hughes suggests that the advantage of instructional
input-output matrices is that they display several dimensions
of ·un.i t instructional costs.

No one of these measures is the

correct or best method of displaying instructional costs;
rather, each measure is usefuJ. for differerit kinds of
11

1~mson, op. cit., pp. 102-103.

12

tTohn W. Alden,· "The Utilization of University
Resources by Graduate Students" (Champaign: University Office
of Administrative Data Processing, University of Illinois,
1970), p. 10.
("

8
..

planning or decision-making problems.

13

According to a study made at one Florida community
college utilizing state level requirements, a series of
interviews vri th key administrators, and interviews with state
leaders, state level administrators were found to be, in need
of cost figures for courses and programs. 14 It was found that
for equitable allocation of costs wj_thin the college, as well
as for the development of cost figures which would be comparable on a state-wide basis, a standard unit was needed.
In the study the credit hour was used.

The findings of the

study lndicated. that the concepts and procedures underlying a
conceptual model can be used as a basis for developing cost
accouhting systems for other community colleges.
Thrm;i.gh a study of 1 5 community colleges in Florida,
Mathews foun:d that it

T~ras

possible. to: ( 1) identify and

investigate certain input of two types, institutional and
community, and specified output variables; (2) determine
relationships between input and output variables; and (3)
seek to identify implications of any relationships that may
exist.

He suggests that·community colleges with local finan-

cial control tend to meet community needs to a significant

degree as compared to those colleges which have no local
1 3R. M. Hughes, "A Possible Basis for Judging the
Efficiency of a College Administrator," Proceedings of the
Ohio College Association, April 10-11, 1914.
14 Robert H. Hosken, Jr., "A Conceptual Cost Accounting
IJJ:odel for a Community College" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, University of Florida, 1971 ).
("

9

involvement.

He recommends that colleges should be

accountable to the community and should develop methods to
determine the costs of the programs.

The study showed that a

number of institutions do not have accurate figures and are
making decisions based upon a great number of purely:
'
1
assumptive concepts. 5
Hartnett suggests the importance of research into the
costing of activities ·when he writes of the tolerance with

.

which the taxpayers provide funds during periods when the
economy is on the "upswing," but when the economy is on the
"downswing" there is a demand for evidence that the large
sums of money being spent on

P~erican

being judiciously allocated. 16

higher education are

Concern about the costs of

new educational programs, renewed interest in the costs of
old. programs, questions about the need for annual faculty
salary increases, and the legitimacy of the practice of
tenure--all these and more are being critically appraised
today.

At all levels and in various ways higher educational

institutions are being called upon to "account" for their
programs and actions, just as other institutions are expected
to justify their operations.
1 5James Edward Ma the·ws, "A Study of Certain InputOutput Relationships in Selected Community Junior Col.leges"
(unpublished Doctoral dissertation, University of Florida,
1 970).
.
.
16 B.odney T. Hartnett, "Accountability in Higher Education,tt College Entrance Examination Board, Princeton, New
Jersey, 1971, p. 3.

10

DESIGN AND PROCEDURE OF THE .STUDY

Organization of the Study
The study will be organized into five chapters.
Chapter 1 will contain an introduction; a statement of the
problem; a rationale for the study, including purpose of
the study and hypotheses and assumptions; background; and
design and procedure.
be

incor~orated

A review of relevant literature will

in Chapter 2.

Procedures will be presented

in detail in Chapter 3.

Chapter 4 will be composed of the

findings of the study.

The conclusions, summary, and recom-

mendations will constitute Chapter 5.
Setting
The setting of the study will be the campus of the
· . American River College, Sacramento, California, a two-year
community college with 9,500 day students and 8,000 evening.
students.

The college is a member of the Los Rios Community

College District, a multicampus district.
Limitations of the Study
The following limitations are noted as relevant to the
study:
1. Research will be limited to an in-depth examination of
current expenditures, thereby excluding the capital
expenditures cost factor.
2. The investigation will he. limited to a·., single community
college.

11

3. The study will specifically concern the problem of full
costing of collegiate disciplines.

4. ·The investigation will examine the costs of the college
for the Spring 1974 semester.
Methodology
The following methodology will be used in the study:
1 • A structure to identify and categorize similar patterns

of activity based upon the work performed by the Western
Interstate Commission on Higher Education (WICHE) will
provide the foundation for the study.
2. Allocation of direct costs to each discipline defined
through the initial identification of activities.

3. Examination of services rendered to the categories of
evening and day collegiate programs, with allocation of
these costs to common disciplines based upon recognized
parameters which will be established from the literature.
and other studies.

4. A student credit hour cost for each of the disciplines
will be calculated through dividing the number of student

credit hours in each discipline into the total cost for
the discipline.

5. Comparison of discipline costs for disciplines which are
taught both in the day and evening college categories •.
This will be accomplished through the use of analysis of
variance with a confidence level of .05.

12

6. If no significant difference exists between the cost per
student hour for the categories, a case can be presented
·for equal funding without the discrimination between the
"defined adult" and the"other than defined adult."
Importance of the

Stud~

In today's battle for funds from all segments of the
taxpaying public, the state remains an important source of
support.

If it can be shown that there is discrimination
i

·where none should exist, and that the student credit hour
costs of disciplines which are taught both in the day and
evening college categories are in fact the same, or not significantly different, there is reason to believe that the
legislature of California will re-examine the "defined adult"
designation 1vi th an eye toward dissolution of the difference
in funding.
If the community colleges are to continue to expand
program offerings, they must be able to provide education for
all those who are interested.

This cannot be performed when

one part of the students is supported, where the other part
is looked upon as almost "second-rate" citizens.

This dis-

parity must be resulved.
Definition of Terms
Terms applicable to this study were defined as
follows:
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.f?.udget document. 17

The instrument used by the budget-

making authority to present a comprehensive financial program.
It includes a balanced statement of the revenues and expenditures of the governmental unit and other exhibits to report
the financial condition of several funds of the governmental
unit at the end of the preceding completed fiscal period.
Budgeting. 18

The process of allocating the available

resources of an organization among potential activities to
achieve the objectives of the organization; planning the use
of resources.
Community college. 19

American institutions of higher

learning comprising the 13th and 14th grades.

Except where

specifically indicated otherwise or by context, in this study
two-year and community college and junior college are synonymous.
C-onstraints. 2

°

Conditions which exist within and out-

side of a system which limit the range, level, or method of
operations.
1

7Qaliforni,a School Accounting Manual (Sacramento:
State Printing Office, 1973).
18 Ibid.
19Leland Medsker, The Junior College (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1960).
2
°F re mont Lyden , ?-P=-P-=B:.: :S~S:,.Jy-: s: . .;t:.: e: . :m: .:s~A;: .{?~P=-r.: :.o.=a:. : :c:.: : h: . .-.:t:.: o: -.:.M.: .: a: : . :n: : :a: : ~:g~e: :. :m:;:; e: :.·= n~t
(Chicago: Markham Publishing Co., 1970).
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Cost'-benefit analysis. 21

A method of determining the

economic value of a program by establishing a ratio of costs
to benefits.

The objective is to maximize benefits at the

lowest possible cost.

Both costs and benefits are measured

and analyzed in monetary terms.
Decision-making. 22

The process of choosing among

alternative courses of action with the best available knowledge of the costs and benefits associated with each.
Defined adult. 2 3

A student who is pursuing less than

10 clock hours of credit and who is 21 years of age or older.
Direct costs. 2LIr

Those costs which can be charged

··directly as a part of the cost of a product or service, or of
a departilient or of an operating unit.

These are distin-

guished from overhead and other indirect costs which must be
prorated among several products or services, departments, or
operating units.
Evening co1iege. 25

Courses pursued within the·

community college after 5:00 P.M. Monday through Friday and
21 Ibid.
22 ca.lifornia School Accounting Manual, op. cit.
2 3california Community Colleges Budget and Accounting
rJianual (Sacramento: Chancellor Is Office'. California Community
Colleges, 1973) •
24cali.fornia School Accounting Manual, op. cit.
2 5california Community Colleges Bu£g.§} and Accounting
Manual, op. cit.
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Saturday from 8:00A.M. to 12:00 noon.
Full-time eguivalent. 26

One full-time equivalent

represents 15 credit hours in scheduled instruction.
Indirect costs. 2 7

Those costs necessary to the oper-

ation of a district in the performance of a support service
and which are of such nature that the amount applicable to
each instructic;nal program cannot be determined readily and
accurately.
Model. 28

A mathematical, approximate, representation

of_reality, formulated to capture the crux·of the decisionmaking problem and at the same time sufficiently free of·
burdensome detail that it lends itself to finding an
improved solutj_on capable of implementation.
Planning-Programming-Budgeting System (PPBS). 2 9

A

systematic approach to the allocation of limited resources
for the accomplishment of pri6rity objectives.
Program costs.3°

Costs which are incurred and allo-

cated by programs rather than organizations·.

Program costs

.

26 Handbook of Definitions (Sacramento: Office of the
Chancellor, California Community Colleges, Board of
Governors, 1974).
27 California School Accounting Manual., op. cit.
28 Harvey M. Wagner, Principles of_Management Science
(Englewood Cliffs., New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1970.
29 Lyden, op. cit.
30 Ibid.
'·,".

--
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should be those direct costs that are essential to maintain
the program.

Qystems analysis.3 1

This activity is the process of

evaluating the inputs, costs, and resources required of a
program or programs and evaluating outputs, the service, the
benefits, and the payoff.
31 Ibid.

Chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
INTHODUCTION
For the purpose of this study, the investigator
focused on three major areas in the review of related literature.

The first section, Cost Accounting in Education,

includes a brief definition of costs, an outline of the historical perspective of cost accounting as it relates to
higher education, and an in-depth survey of community college
cost studies.

The second section examines community college

cost categories with an overview of cost alJ_ocation.

The

final section relates to program budgeting and the scientific
approach taken in applying cost allocation procedures based
upon programs.

The section concludes with a brief overview

of studies relating to program budgeting.
COST ACCOUNTING IN EDUCATION
Cost Defined
Ziemer, exploring costing procedures of higher education, notes the various definitions and procedures which
. are presently available to the field of accounting.
underscores the need for consistency

the establishment

an~
: ·~

He

"''

of procedures which can be utilized b:fza:ll higher education
,:

17

~'

.
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institution~. 1
Recomrnending an agreed-on definition of cost that is
applicable to a number of situations, Anthony notes the
importance of uniformity

~nd

its relation to cost accounting.

He underlines the need for one definition which will allow
the establishment of "cost standards" which can be used to
compare firms, industries, and governments. 2
In Cost Finding and Rate

Setting_fQ£_lios~tals,

current costs are defined as:
Expired charges, that is, costs that have been used
or consumed in carrying on some activity and from which
no measurable benefit will extend beyond the present.
Cost, then, is the monetary valuation applied to an asset
or service that has been obtained by an expenditure of
cash or by a commitment to make a future expenditure.
When these costs are used or consumed in rendering services to patj.ents, they are classified as expenses.3
IVJ:autz, Curr3r? and Frank define cost stating,
• • • an analysis reveals that there are many types of
cost. The historical meaning of the term cost is modified by such descriptions as direct, prime, indirect,
fixed, variable, controllable, product, joint, estimated, standard, future, replacement, opportunity,
imputed, sunk, differential, and out-of-pocket. A cost
must be understood in its relationships to the purposes
for which it is to serve. A request for cost data
should often be countered by a question asking the
1Gordon Ziemer, Cost Findin
les and Procedures,
Technical Report Number 26 Preliminary Field Revievr Edition)
(Boulder, Colorado: The National Center for Higher Education
Management Systems at WICHE, November, 1971).
2

.

Robert N. Anthony, "What Should Cost Mean,'' Harvard
Business Review, Harvard Graduate Business, Harvard University, May-June 1970, p. 121.

3American Hospi t~l Associat~on~ ·.Cost Finding· and Rate
Setting for Hospitals (Chicago: 1 968) , p. 9. ·
·.,
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ultimat·e use to be made of such data. 4
After revie1.ving a number of studies, Ziemer summarizes
various definitions with the conclusion that costs are
defined as the measure in dollars of institutional resources
used in the process of providing institutional output during
a given time period.5

This is the definition which will be

used for the study of cost allocation.
Cost Allocation: The Historical Perspective
Lamson and Powel, in a review of the historical role
played by cost information in higher education, suggest areas
in ·which conceptual advances with operational potential could
be applied..

In their introduction they list three possibil-

ities:
1. Discontinuing the acceptance of cost as a substitute
for output value in higher education decision making.

2. Developing and using, where appropriate, information
on the manner in which costs and benefits var:/ over a·
range of outputs.

3. Developing and testing hypothetical theories of
decision making behaviour in higher education in order
to suggest incentive structures more consistent with
the goals of clients and funders of higher education • 6

.
4Adolph Mautz, Othel Curry, and George Frank, .Qost
Accounting (Cincinnati, Ohio:_South-Western Publishing
Company, 1 962) , p •.. 22.
5ziemer, op. cit., p. 10.
6Robert Lamson and John Powel, A Study of the Costs of
Graduate Schools (Washington, D.C.: Council of Graduate
Schools, 1971), p. 9.
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In reviewing accounting practices in colleges and uni-versities, Sears portrays early accounting as static, with
little change oecurring since the feudal era. 7 He suggests
that, until very recent times, the major emphasis has been
upon the "stewardship;' or charge-discharge philosophy of
accounti.:hg under which administrators of institutions of
higher education have been held responsible for the legal
administration of resources entrusted to them.

As a result,

business management practices within these institutions have
0

reflected the fiduciary functions of budgetary accounting.

8

The charge-discharge era in industrial accounting
ended just about the time of the demise of the feudal era.
However, this system of accounting continued in colleges and
gove~·:nment

up to modern times.

One reason for continuance of

the emphasis on the charge-discharge function of accounting
in institutions of higher education can be seen by observing
the growth in size and complexity of colleges and universities in the United States.9

Rudolph writes of this static

7Jesse B. Sears, Philanthropy in the History of
American Higher Education (Washington, D.C.: U. S. Office of
Education, 1922), pp. 1-9.
8Marc Earl Hall, "The Discovery of Surrogate Measures
of Effort and the Allocation of Faculty Salaries in Selected
Junior Colleges Desiring to Implement a Program Budgeting
System" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, University of
California, Berkeley, 1972), p. 4.
9Frederick Rudolph, The American College and University (New York: Vintage Books, 1962), pp. 177, 180, 182.
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position when he states:
The college was expected to give more than it received.
The American college 'V'TaS an expression of Christian
charity, both in the assistance that it received from
affluent old men and through modest subscriptions from
church members. 10
Reliance upon gifts such as these required very little or no
accounting as they were provided "out of the goodness of
one's heart"; there vras little demand on the recipients to
provide substantiated data related to the usage of such
funds.
As institutions became more numerous and complex, the
.need for better accounting became apparent. With the coming
of.the public institution came the establishment of the gove.rnment as the benefactor of that type of institution in contrast to the government grants to the private benefacti.on. 11
In reference to the complex organizational need, Hirsch
states:
The trad·i tional education budget categories used in
federal, state, and local levels did not allow one to
relate required resources (costs) directly to the specific outputs or goals to be achieved. Thus, current
budgetary systems cannot in their. existing form, substantially aid officials in deciding hmv to allocate
scarce resources effi~iently among competitive
activities or goals. 1
·
Accounting practic'es for higher education during the period
1 0 Ibid.
11 Hall , op. c1· t ., p • 5
•
12
warner Z. Hirsch, "Program Budgeting for Education,"
MR-63 (paper presented at the 29th National Meeting of
Operations Research Society of America, Santa Monica,
California, May 1 9, 1966) •
··.,,
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following World War II began to change .. Enrollments continued to expand and graduate study became popular, with
educators writing of the possibility of universal higher
education.

As long as institutions for education beyond

high school remained small and structurally uncomplicated,
there was little need for the analytical techniques and controls that were utilized in cost-oriented systems such as
those which evolved in private industry and which developed
in many segments of government. 1 3 When the size and complexity of the educational institutions began to become
apparent, the voices of fiscal and educational planners
began to be hea~d. 1 4

The first steps toward more efficient

management were reflected in pragrr:atic structural changes
within the organizations, therefore making governance more
scientific. 1 5

Today educational. SJ:Stems are involved in

management information systems.

These systems range from

very simple to complex; they may be operated by hand or may
employ third-generation computers and sophisticated analytical models. 16

Truitt is convinced that any analytical pro-

cedure whj_ch does not clearly relate costs of programs to
income is defective.
1 3Hall

, op.

Recommending an examination of

Cl· t .,

p• 6•

14 Ibid.
15 Hirsch, op. cit.
16

John Minter, "Management Information Systems: Their
Development and Use in the Administration of Higher Education"
(papers from the Seminar on the Advanced State of the Art,
The Sterling Institute, Washington, D.C., April 24-26, 1969).
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cost-income relation of college and university programs, he
underlines the need for cost studies which utilize a program
classification structure following standard procedures such
as those recommended by Anthony. 1 7
Beginning with rudimentary, if any, guidelines and
requirements for allocation of resources, education has
arrived at the point at

whj~c-P..

there is need for well hypoth-

esized and researched procedures.
Tne study by Ander·son .involved eight publicly supported junior colleges which were selected from the population of institutions which met the following criteria:
(1) continuous operation as a separate junior college for a
minimum of five years, (2) a comprehensive program consisting of the common academic-type curricula found in a
majority of the two--year liberal arts colleges and at least
10 specialized vocational and technical curricula of at

least.one academic year and less than four years

i~ length~

(3) a minimum of 2,000 full-time-equivalent students, and
(4) high quality programs. 18 The sample consisted of two
institutions each from California, Florida, .Michigan, and
New York.
1 7Thomas Truitt, "Let's End the Confusion About
Simulation IVfodels," Resource Allocation, September, 1973,
pp. 3-5.
18Ernest Francis Anderson, "Differential Costs of
Curricula in Comprehensive Junior Colleges" (Doctoral
dissertation, University o.f ..Illinois., 1966).
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The total expenditures for current operating during
the 1964-65 fiscal year were allocated to each course taught
in an institution.

The cost per student credit hour was

calculated for each course, and these Urlit costs vTere used
to determine the cost of educating a full-time-equivalent
student (FTE) in liberal arts and transfer curricula to
determine the ratio of vocational and technical curricula
I

costs to the costs for liberal arts and transfer curricula.
Average cost ratios were calculated for each curriculum
offered in the sample junior colleges and an average ratio
was calculated for all the curricula in each of eight types
of vocational and technical curricula.
Anderson found that a majority of the vocational and·
technical curricula offered in comprehensive junior colleges
cost more per student than liberal arts and transfer curricula in the same institution.

Specialized courses in

vocational and technical curricula were found to be more
expensive on a student credit hour basis than courses in the
general academic fields.

In a very few of the least expen-

sive business curricula the average cost per student credit
hour was less than for general courses.
Anderson further suggests that the state agency which
controls junior colleges could conduct a cost analysis of
each type of vocational and technical curricula offered in
the state.

The results of this study should then be used to

develop a method of weighting students .in junior colleges
according to type of curriculum in which each is enrolled.

25

These weightings could then be used to allocate state apportionment to junior colleges based on need.

The.wei.ghtings

would alsci be useful to local junior colleges for projecting
the cost of offering new curricula and new courses.

He also

indicated that the estimated unit costs for each curriculum
could be utilized to calculate cost-benefit ratios for students in various curricula.

These ratios could be useful in

decisions concerning allocation of resources to the different curricula in a single.institution or a state junior
college system.
In 1966, Wells established the net cost of selected
curricular programs at East Los Angeles College. 19 The net
cost was determined after establishing the average cost per
·weekly student contact hour for each day course taught.
From this, he subtracted the sources of support per weekly
student contact hour and arrived at a net cost per· weekJ_y
student contact hour.
Wells was one of the first investigators to identify
costs for individual courses and subject fields, rather than
the institution, or full-time-equivalent student. 20 He recognized several basic problems in developing costs.

First,

the fluctuations that can occur due to the length of service
and rank that faculty may have in a department.

He also

19John Kimball Wells, "A Study of the Net Expense of
Selected Curricular Programs at East Los Angeles College"
(Doctoral dissertation, University of California, Los
Angeles, 1966) •
20 Ibid.
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recognized that a small department which has most of its
faculty at the upper end of the salary schedule has a higher
instruction cost when compared to another department where
the reverse is true.

He compensated for the difference by

averaging the salaries of all faculty within the college and
then using this average as a base, thus determining the
weekly contact hour cost.

Second, the task of assigning the

cost for equipment was handled by charging the cost of the
equipment equally over all classes using the equipment,
based on the total cost of equipment purchases during
semester under study.

~he

Third, the problem of assigning the

cost of operations and maintenance was resolved by apportioning the total cost over the varj_ous departments on the
basis of the average daily attendance for each department
as compared to the total average daily attendance for the
college.
In 1968, Cage did a cost analysis of selected educational programs in the area schools of Iowa.

His purpose

was to determine the relationship between the current-unitcost-per-student-contact-hour for arts and science transfer
curricula and selected vocationai-technical programs.

He

patterned his study after Anderson's, except that he com. puted costs by student contact hour rather than by credit
hour.

His data were collected by a personal visit to each

21
Bobby Nye Cage, "Cost Analysis of Selected
Educational Programs in the Area Schools of Iow~'(Doctoral
dissertation, Iowa State University, 1968).
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campus.

Since there 1-ms no uniform accounting system in the

area schools, the personal visit enabled Cage to collect
data on a more uniform basis than would have been possible
if he had used questionnaires to be filled out without supervision and returned by mail.

This technique permitted him

to schedule and total the indirect expenses and prorate
them to vocational-technical expenditures on the basis of
the ratio of full-time-equivalent technical students to
total full-time-equivalent students enrolled.

The,se a.ppor-

tionments were then combined with the direct expenses for
each program and divided by the student contact hours, which
resulted in the current-unit-cost-per-student-contact-hour.
This represented the average expense to educate one student
per v1eekly contact hour at each insti tutio:n.
In atte:lllpting to develop an analytical system that
would quantify key factors necessary to support educational
programs, Robertson examined the program costs of the comprehen.si ve community colleges of lYiichigan in 1968. 22 The
basic framework of the procedure was to (1) identify and
quantify institutional environments as they related to cost;
(2) determine the general support and depreciation costs for
each environmental unit; (3) determine the education program
costs per student by adding the unit costs; (4) analyze
expenditures for one fiscal year of two community colleges
2

~Lyle Russell·Robertson, "A System for Determining
Educational. Pro·gram .Costs: Application to Coii,lprehensi ve
Communi ty.··ColJ.ege" (Doctoral dissertation, ~'layne St~te
University, 1968).
'
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to obtain the per-student costs of providing educational
program costs per student by adding the unit costs; and (5)
to relate institutional policies to the costs to determine
not only why costs were what they were but also the impact
of lack of adherence to policy on costs.
Robertson found that 66 per cent of the total costs
were instructional.

General support costs,were approxi-

mately 32 per cent of the total, while depreciation costs
were approximately 2 per cent of the total.

A program cost

increased. as the proportion of a single section courses
increased.

The cost of a student credit hour produced

decreased with an increase in the number of courses taught
by part-time instructors and/or full-time instructors on ari

overload basis.

In

1969, Dunaway studied junior college programs in

order to determine the relation between the cost of various
programs offered by junior colleges, ~s expressed by a p~o
gram cost analysis. 2 3 The cost of programs was determined
by examining the. costs for individual courses, then the
costs for courses within a program were s·Qillilled to determine
the cost of a program.
He found no significant difference (.05 level) in
·producing a student credit hour in the liberal arts program,
23

.
George Milton Dunaway, "A Study to Develop a
Formula for Distribution of State Funds to Junior Colleges
Based on Cost of Programs in Selected Junior Colleges"
(Doctoral dissertation, Auburn University, 1969).
·
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the busj_ness-related category, and the personal servicerelated category.

The cost of a student credit hour in the

health-related category, engineering, and industry-related
category was
arts.

foun~to

be 1.5 times more than in the liberal

It was also found that:

(1) very few institutions

had an accounting system utilizing systems analysis procedures--it was recommended that standard systems procedures
should be practiced which would accommodate accounting for
equipment and programs; (2) programs within an inEititution
varied in costs; (3) states which distribute state funds to
junior colleges on the basis of a head count were penalizing
institutions with the more expensive programs; (4) states
should consider a formula approach to allocating funds; and
(5) each college should derive its own formula utilizing its

specific cost factors.
In differentiating costs of the liberal arts and
vocational programs, Fowler selected eight community colleges in the "Community Junior College Finance Study," a
satellite of the National Education Finance Project. 24
The data were collected by a project team during a visit to
each institution.

The name, position, and salary of each

professional staff member, a class schedule for each term of
the 1968-69 academic year, a college catalog and other documents containing descriptions of courses.and curricula
2
4Harmon R. Fowler, nselected Variables Related to
Differential Costs of Programs in Community .Colleges"
(Doctoral dissertation, University of Florida, 1970).
'
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offered, and a copy of the 1968-69 financial report, with
expenditures for current operation, were obtained.
The unit cost for each course was determined by alloeating the total departmental, divisional, and institutional
expenses to the courses taught.

The unit cost for each

course in a specific program was summed to arrive at the
total cost of educating a student in that program.

Using

the average cost per student in the liberal arts program,
cost differentials (or ratios) for the vocational-technical
programs were computed.

The cost differentials calculated

for the various programs showed that the occupational programs were generally greater than 1 .00, the cost differential for liberal arts education.

In order of increasing

cost, the six· categories of programs ranked:

liberal arts

(1 .00), business occupations (1 .13), social and public science (1 .33), vocational (1 .51), health-related occupations
(1 .55), and technical education (1 .65).
After a review of the literature, Heinkel found a
lack of adequate models that would permit accurate and rapid
assessment of actual costs of courses and prog~ams. 2 5

A

pilot project was initiated in San Diego, California, to
derive a model, using vocational and nonvocational courses
for the determination of course and program costs in
community colleges.
2
5otto A. Heinkel, A Cost Accounting Model to Assess
Actual Costs of Vocational Courses and Nonvocatj_onal
Courses, San Diego Community Colleges, ,July, 1970, Report
70.12.
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The model development for the study followed the
major steps of:
1. Classification of expenditures according to the

California School Account1ng Manual.
2. Derivation of formulae that prorate the various
expenditure items to the course level.

3. Demonstration of results by computation of course costs
and cost per student for selected representative courses
in the San Diego community colleges.
The Report of Income and Expenditures for Junior College
Purposes, California State Department of Education Form
No. J-52, for the 1968-69 fiscal year, was the prime source
of expense information.

Available payroll and other inter-

.:nal expense ::·ecords provided a basis for making further cost
breakdowns

re~~isite

for the project.

Capital expenditures for equipment and facilities
were not included in the model.

According to Heinkel, serv-

ice lives for these items are normally measured in years,
with annual expenses being logically considered in depreciation accounts.

He further stated that depreciation

accountability is actually the tallying of non-cash expenses
that represent the erosion of asset value as a function of
time; it has not been a customary practice in public
education systems.
Wide variations in public expenditures per student
between community colleges and also between different curricula "'rere the topic pursued in a study enti.tle'd "Curricula

32
Costs in Oregon Community Colleges. "

26

'rhe purpose of the

study was to examine both the relationship between size of
the institution and unit expenditures in several curricula
and the primary source· of variation within the components of
total current expenditure per student.
Data for the study pertained to six Oregon community
colleges for the 1966-67 academic year.

The six institu-

tions ranged from 670 to 5,130 full-time students (FTE).
Instructional expenditures for specific curricula were estimated by distributing teaching salaries across classes and
then among students within each class.

Instructional

expenditures per student were the sum of per-student expenditure for all classes in a curriculum.

All instructional

support expenditures were distributed equally among all
full-time-equivalent students and then allocated in relation
to the number of credit hours in the curriculum.
It was found that student cost in the smallest institution was more than. twice that of the largest' institution.
It was also found'that an inverse relationship between unit
expenditure and institution size existed in
of total unit expenditures.

al~

components

Vocational-technical programs

with small enrollments were found to be greatly helped.
through the use of service courses offered by other
departments.
26
James G. Harris, "Curricula Costs in Oregon Community Colleges" (Doctoral dissertation, University of Oregon,
1970).
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The purpose of a study by ~arren of the Illinois
junior colleges was to determi.ne and analyze the cost to the
institution of educating a student in selected curricula. 27
A stratified sample of eight institutions was drawn from the
entire popuJ_ation of Illinois public junior colleges in
existence since 1967 or earlier.

The sample-was stratified

vTi th respect. to the following criteria:

( 1) assessed valu-

ation per full-time-equivalent student, and (2) number of
courses o.ffered.

Four categories were defined containing

approximately equal numbers of institutions:

(1) colleges

below the median by both criteria; (2) colleges below the
median by criterion 1 and above the median by criterion 2;
(3) colleges above.the median by criterion 1 and below the

median by criterion 2; and (4) colleger:: above the median by
both c;ri teria.

Two colleges in each of the four categories

resulted.
Total operating expenditures during the "1968-69 fiscal year were determined for each field of instruction
(e.g., philosophy, electronics) for each institution from
unit cost study data obtained by the Illinois Junior College
Board.

Costsper semester equivalent credit hour were calcu-

lated for each field of instruction.

These costs were used

to determine the oost of education for a full-timeequivalent student in each curriculum offered.

Curricular

2 7John Thomas Warren, "Differential Costs of Curricula in Illinois Public Junior Colleges 11 .(Doctoral disser- ·
tation, University of Illinois, 1971),.'
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costs were reported as ratios of the average costs of cur-·
ricula in liberal arts, business, and education.
It was found that the majority of the occupational
curricula cost more than the average cost of liberal arts,
business, and education curricula in the same institution.
Average cost ratios found for the seven types of one-year
certificate occupational curricula were higher in most
instances than comparable two-year curricula.
Barringer studied the difference between the cost of
pre-baccalaureate, occupational, general studies, and adultcontinuing programs 1 reporting his findings in "A Comparative Cost Analysis of Pre-Baccalaureate, Occupational,
General Studies, and Adult-Continuing Programs in 1969-70
of Illinois Public Juflior Colleges." 28 In performing the
study, a letter and supplementary questionnaires 1t>J'ere sent
to all "Class I" junior colleges in the state, all deans of
business and/or business managers of the junior colleges
involved.
A lack of uniformity in cost data vms found.

This

was particularly apparent among disciplines which appeared
in more than one program.

The conclusion drawn was that

junior colleges in the study did not interpret cost data
directives uniformly.

Occupational programs were found to

28 Dean Barringer, "A Comparative Cost Analysis of
Pre-Baccalaureate, Occupational, General Studies, and AdultContinuing Programs in 1969-70 of Illinois Public Junior
Colleges 11 (Doctoral dissertation, Southern Illinois
University~ 1971).
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cost the most per credit houi.

On a statewide basis, 20.2

per cent of the total student credit hours generated was in
occupational programs.

The average state share of revenue

for junior colleges was found to be 29 per cent; local taxes
on a statewide basis were 41 per cent.

It was recommended

that a unit cost manual provide more explicit definitions of
programs, disciplines, and costs, thereby improving the
consistency of the data reported.
An analysis of instructional costs of courses taught
for credit in a comprehensive community college was limited
to the 1969-70 academic year by Harrell. 2 9 Studying Phoenix
College, Phoenix, Arizona, he utilized techni.ques selected
from previous

c~llege

cost analysis but also examined con-

tinuing educatior:.., remedial courses, and student attrition.
College parallel courses accounted for over half o.f
the number and semester-credit-hours of courses and classes
taught, number of full-time-equivalent faculty, beginning .
enrollment, and student-credit-hours produced.

The weighted

average class size was 26.56 for remedial courses, 30.0 for
college parallel-occupational courses.

The average student-

credit hours per full-time-equivalent faculty was 796.79
for remedial courses, 775.42 for college parallel courses,
437.30 for occupational courses, and 758.95 for parallel·occupational courses.

The instructional.salary cost per

2 9Robert Augustus Harrell, "An Analysis of Instructional Costs in a Comprehensive Community College 11 (Doctoral
dissertation, Arizona State University, 1971).
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student credit hour was $13.35 for remedial courses, $13.55
for college parallel courses, $19.82 for occupational
courses, and $12.93 for college parallel-occupational
courses.

The ratio of full-time-equivalent students to

full-time-equivalent faculty was 26.56 for remedial courses,
'

25.88 for college parallel courses, 14.58 for occupational
courses, and 25.30 for college parallel-occupational
courses.
In a search for a method whereby a system capable of
identifying, assigning, and processing data which might be
useful for planning and decision making could be developed,
Rzonca performed a study entitled "Identification and Analysis of Course Costs, Enrollment, and Reimbursement in
Selected Illinois Junior Colleges."

The data for the study

were limited to operatj_ng costs since expenditures for
fac.ili.ties and equipment were not included, nor were rental
charges supplanting such capital expenditures.

The data

which were utilized were based upon the accounting sys.tem
and year-end audited report of

~ach

institution.

Resource

data were limited to those obtained from the Illinois
Division of Vocational and Technical Education, the Illinois
Junior College Board, and tuition charges collected by each
institution.
included.

Special fees and laboratory charges were not

Costs were computed using the actual mid-term

30Chester Steven Rzonca, "Identification and Analysis
of Course Costs, Enrollment, and Reimbursement in Selected
Illinois Junior Colleges" (Doctoral dissertation, University
of Illinois, 1972).
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enrollment and the projected maximum enroll:nent on a section
basis.

Operational costs to the local dist:t'ict, operational

costs minus identified revenue sources, were provided based ,
upon mid-term and projected maximum enrollment and were used
to indicate economies which could be gained if sections were
filled to designed capacity.
Shymoniak, in addressing the needs of the local
administrator, ass1.1med a cost-effecti vene sn analysis framework to determine the cost and the effectiveness of general
and vocational education programs in three California community colleges.3 1

The costs of training graduates were

analyzed in terms of (1) current operating costs, (2) capital costs of instructional equipment, and (3) job-search and
on-the-jcb training costs.
The procedures used to collect and analyze program
cost data were adapted from Lindman, DeveloP.ing Alternative.
Models for Financing Vocational Education.

Two types of

unit costs vrere presented for the different programs consid-

ered:

the cost per student contact hour and the incremental

cost of training a graduate.
Data required to measure the effectiveness of vocational education programs were obtained through a mail questionnaire specifically developed for the study.
3 1Leonard Roy Shymoniak, "The Analysis of Costs and
Effectiveness of Vocational Education Programs in Three
Selected California Community· Colleges" (Doctoral dissertation, University of California, Los Angeles, 1972).
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Analysis of the cost data indicated considerable
variation in the unit cost of instructional programs at the
intercollege and interprogram level.

In general, it was

found that training a vocational education graduate in the
three colleges studied was more costly than training,a general education graduate.

The incremental cost (i.e., the

additional cost required to train a vocational graduate as
compared to a general education graduate) was estimated to
be of the following order of magnitude for the different
programs:

Agriculture, $659; Office, $204; Distributive,

$90; Health, $1 ,372; Technical, $710; and Trade and Industry, $708.

Two factors identified a.s contributing most to

these incremental costs were:

(1) the higher cost per

Student Contact Hour attributable to lower-level utilization of facilities, instructional equipment, and faculty
resources in vocational education; and (2) the greater
number of contact hours of instruction received by vocational education graduates.

Three of

~he

five programs

analyzed for effectiveness were found to be successful in
attaining their objectives.

The study estimated that the

benefit gained by graduates of these three programs was
about $1 ,300 for each of the first two years after leaving
college.
Summary
In the preceding section, various definitions of
costs were provided with an historical survey of costing of
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higher education.

It can be seen that accountability in

past decades, coupled with the growing complexity of higher
education, has made it imperative that effective approaches
to accounting by the institutions be found.

For comparative

purposes, the approaches must be uniform and should stress
the need for 11rorking together both inter- and intrainstitutionally.
In surveying the studies which have emanated from the
ranks of the community colleges, one notes the recent interest in the community college and its cost effectiveness.
The past eight years have brought studies in areas such as
unit costs, comparisons between vocational and non-vocational
programs, costs of individual. studies, and the need for
docruner~ted

accounting procedures.

There appeared to be grm1ing interest on the part of
the writers in the field of educational cost accounting as
related to the community college.

The cost per credit hou.ro

would appear to be one of the most frequently utilized
fom~dational

bases for comparison.

CATEGORIES OF EDUCATIONAL COSTS
AND THEIR AIJLOCATION
InstitutionallyRelated Costs
Classification of costs by type of input is a useful
way to organize cost information because it focuses on the
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resource components of dollar costs.3

2

Unlike most higher

education outputs, inputs are purchased in a market setting
and consequently market prices can be found for them. 33
Most institutions of higher education follow the accounting
principles and procedures contained in College and Business
· · t ra i ~1on.
.
34
Ad mJ..nJ..s

These prD1Clp
. . 1 es an d proce dures "\-rere

developed according to the concept that accounts shoul.d be
arranged and classified so that funds having like characteristics and restrictions will be reported in appr9priate fund
groups.
A fund is established to carry on specific activities or
attain certain objectives in the operation of an institution either at the discretion of a governing board or
in accordance with regulations or limitations imposed by
outside forces on the institution. In order to ensure
observance of limitations and restrictions placed on
use, a separate account must be maintained for the bal-- .
ance of each fund, it must reflect the funds subject to
similar restriction or available for like purposes,
should be assigned to a fund group, and each fund group
should be treated as a separately balanced entity.55
The accounting system based on the principles and procedures
described shows expenditures by function, organizational
unit, and object, such as salaries, supplies and expenses,
and equipment.3 6

The two primary purposes of the system are:

34cited in Lamson and Powel, op. cit.
35 Ibid., p. 194.
36Ibid.
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1. To satisfy the institution's fiduciary responsibility to
its funding sources.
2. To report to the decision maker, who has allocated
scarce resources, his progress in adhering to his
original budget.
Direct Costs
The first problem to be faced in any cost allocation
exercise is the measurement of direct costs of activities.
Lamson and Powel suggest that even a fundamental"understanding of the relationships between activities at an institution of higher education will not be sufficient for
accurate cost allocation if the cost of activities cannot be
measJJ.red. 37

Thomas lists direct cost factors as those

involving hirin._g teachers, administrators, counselors, and
janitors.

He also lists purchasing equipment, materials,
land, and buildings.3 8 Direct costs, he continues, are
usually included in the full educational budget and reported
to the public and appropriate legislative bodies.
Horngren, in discl?-ssing direct costs, suggests that a
cost is direct if (1) it can be physically identified with
the cost object and measured in terms of the quantity of
input used, and (2) there is no intervening basis for
37Lamson and Powel, op. cit., p. 123.
38 J. Allen Thomas, The Productive School (New York:
John Wylie and Sons, 1971), p. 34.
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allocation. 39
Indirect Costs 40
An indirect cost cannot be specifically identified
with such segments as those of direct costs but must be
. 41
assigned, or allocated, to them on some basis.
As one can
see, the problem of determining the costs, including
"indirect" costs? of final outputs is not a problem unique
to

instit~tions

of higher.education.

Gulko has grouped activities of an institution into
seven major.categories.4 2 The purpose of grouping activities in this way is in essence to focus the attention on
results of all activities.

The seven areas are:

1. lnptruction: general academic, occupational, special
session, extension.
2. Organized Research: institutes and research centers,
individual or project research.
3. Public Service:
. service.

continuing education, community

4. Academic Support: libraries, museums, audio visual,
computing support, ancillary support, academic
39charles T. Horngren, Cost Accounting, A Managerial
Appr)ach (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
' p. 396.
4°Indirect costs are defined in Chapter 1 of this
study, p. 1 5.
41Morton Backer and Lyle Jacobsen, Cost Accounting, A
Mana~erial Approach (New York: McGraw-Hil·l Book Company,
1 964 ' p. 11 6.
.
42warren Ttl. Gulko, "Program Classification Structure,"··
Preliminary Edition for Review (Boulder, Colorado: Western
Interstate Commission for Higher Education, June, 1970),
p. 7.
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administration, course and curriculum development.

5. Student

~)ervice:
social and cultural development,
supplementary educational service, counseling and
career guidance, financial aid, student support.

6. Institutional Support: executive management, fiscal
operations, general administrative services, logistical services, physical plant operations, faculty and
staff services.

7. Independent Operations:· institutional operations,
outside agencies.
After examining over 100 cost studies ·performed on
higher education from the ·1920's· through the present, Lamson
and Powel felt that the indirect cost allocation procedures
commonly used can be classified into three general categories:
1. 'l'he "Simplistic Procedure 11 in which the institution is
treated as consisting of several output programs,
usually defined as some variation of instruction, sponsored or organized research, and public service.
2. The "Direct Procedure" in which it is possible to find
the total costs of primary programs simply by adding to
the direct program costs a share of the costs of each
of the support programs·.

3. The "Recursive Procedure" in which all components of the
support programs are classified according to the stage
in the production process at which they occur--those ·
which are assumed to provide the widest support of all
activities are identified first, those which provide the
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next widest support, second, and so on. 4 3
It appears that it is very difficult to select particular programs, whether support or primary, within an
institution of higher learning as being the producers of
outputs used by other programs without at the same time
being consumers themselves.

Of the three possible pro-

cedures mentioned above, all ignore certain program interrelationships and thus some amount of validity is lost in
the interest of achieving computationally manageable
results.44 ·
Cost Allocation
The possibility that there is not a direct relationshl.p between the production process and the allocation of
costs to outputs is referenced by Lamson and Powel when they
state the follo1ving:
1. There is. a problem of measurement of costs associated
with organizational units or their direct costs;
2. There is a problem of allocation of the costs of
organizational support units to the various primary
outputs of the organization.45
As earlier described in this

chapter~

direct cost

means the sum of expenditures charged to any organizational
unit.

The intent is to measure actual expendi tu:res, "'vhich

may or may not be the same as those for which an
43Lamson and Powel, op. cit., pp. 159-65.
44 Ibid.
4 5Ibid. , p. 90.
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organizational unit is budgeted .. Associated with almost
every object expenditure category are unique problems of
measurement.

A traditional feature of academic labor is

that the academic time is not exclusively devoted to activities in any one organization unit or, within organi!6ational
units, to a single function.4 6
However, not all of the problems revolve around
direct costs.

There are many organization units whose out-

puts are never distributed directly to clients

b~t

which are

used, rather, as inputs by units which appear at a later
stage in the production process.47
Hall refers to this same problem when he suggests
that, if higher education can be thought of as a system,
then it follows that within that system activities or processes occur which transform resources into ·outputs, that
the problems associated with the distribution of the costs
to the outputs can be generally related to the determination
of what the cost is.
tor~ed

However, where materials are inven-

in quantities, there is an identification problem.

Hall continues by examining the difficulties of assigning
indirect labor, stating:
Indirect labor, on the other hand, is not so readily
assigned and requires a systems study to determine the
best means of approximating the actual indirect labor
46 Ibid.
47 Ibid.
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used by each process or ~ctivity.4 8
The Federal Government has recognized the problems of
allocation through A Guide for State Government Agencies:
Direct costs are those which can be identified with a
single program or activity and are specifically reimbursed as such. Indirect costs of a State department
jointly benefit two or more programs or activities.
Indirect costs also include that proportionate share of
the cost of central services di.stributed to a department
• • • via a predetermined cost allocation scheme . . . •
They are expressed as a percentage of some direct cost
base and applied to each program or project by multiplying the rate by the base costs.49
In calculation and allocation of the indirect costs,
one of the possible methods which may be used is the
multiple-rate method.

Four steps are involved in this

scheme:
1 • EstabJ.ishment of functional cost groupings (pools) to
separate broad categories of indirect costs which
benefit the divisions and bureaus of a State department or agency in significant.ly different proportions.
2. Selection of an appropriate distribution base for
each pool of indirect costs.

3. Distribution of each indirect cost pool to the
activities in its base.

4. Calculation of an indirect cost rate for each
division bureau's base. Rate bases in common use
include but are not limited to:
a. total direct salaries and wages;
b. total direct salaries and wages plus applicable
fringe benefits;

48 Hall, op. cit., p. 11.
4 9A Guide for State Government Agencies, Establishing
Cost Allocation Plans and Indirect Cost Rates for Grants and
Contract ·with the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (Washi.ngton, D.C.: U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, March, 1969), p. 7.
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c. total direct costs, less capital expenditures.
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The second method is knm,;n as the "short" or "simplified"
method.

Indirect costs may be defined to include only those

services which benefit Federal activities exclusively or
jointly with other activities and a single rate may be
developed.

Ho1vever, this method is overly simplified and

the Federal Government suggests that, vlhenever possible, the
first method should be employed~5 1
Lukitsh describes use of computer systems in Nassau
Community College.

By using data which were on tape (mag-

netic) and disk files, data processing evaluated each
department according to its own full-time-equivalent students, developing figures that generated a cost per student
per department.

Through data processing automatically (com-

puter) specj_al administrative costs, such as computer costs,
were allocated to those qepartments that actually used the
services.

Other administrative costs were distributed over

each department, based on its portion of the FTE students. 52
In discussing the proration of expenditures, Heinkel
supplied a list of fundamental fa.ctors which could be used
to prorate indirect costs:

.

50ib"d
. ~
' p. 10 •
5 1 Ibid.

52Robert S. Lukitsh, "Community College Built Itself
a Cost--Analysis System Based on Experience," College and
University Business, December,- 1973, p. 27.
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Enrollment
Nmnber of Courses
Number of Class Sections
Staff
Contact Hours of Instruction
Amount of Instructional Space Occupied
Time Utilization53
In researching a cost accounting model for vocational
courses, Heinkel utilized· th.-ree procedures to prorate costs
for the various California School Accounting Manual classifica:tions to the course level:
1. In some cases, cost items were prorated t9 the course
level directly.
2. More often, cost items were prorated to the class
section level; class costs were then summed for the
sections in a course to arrive at course costs.
3. In a few instances, costs Were first prorated to the
student enrollments in c:las'' sections; course costs
were. then obtained by multj_plying the cost per student by the nu.mber of students enrolled in the
course .54
Heinkel provided a list of each of the expenses and hov1 they
were allocated, whether 1, 2, or 3 of the list above.

The

allocation of each of the cost figures will be described in
Chapter 3 of this study in setting forth the manner in which
costs will be distributed.
Cost Centers and Allocation of Costs
Hosken notes that an understanding of the development
of cost accounting will make clear the need for accurate
53H·el'nke..L, ' op
54Ibid.

.

cl·t

.' p . 2 .
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classification of costs and identification of cost
centers. 55

'rhe first stage in this development was the cost

finding stage, which was limited to the assignment of past
1:."6
costs to products or services • .J
At this stage the.
reporting v.ras purely h:i..storical.

After F. W. Taylor and his

contemporaries developed scientific management methods, the
second stage, the utilization of cost controls, was iritroduced.57

This .involved the development of standards against.

which to measure actual costs.

The third stage, c.ost analy-

sis and projection, has evolved slowly but has become an
integral part of the planning system.
Williams and Griffin suggest the importance of cost
centers when they note that effective cost control depends
upon an identifi.cation of costs with responsibility centers
and that the calculation of unit costs is especially
important.
The use of cost centers has been strategic in the
hospital business, where cost accounting systems have been
utilized for a number of years.

Cost centers such as medi-

cal and surgical, nursing, laboratory, intravenous
55Hosken,
56Ibid.

bp.

cit., pp. 25-26.

57Raymond. P. Marple, Toward a Basic Accounting
Philosophy (New York: National Association of Accountants,
1 964) ' p. 40.
58 Thomas H. Williams and Charles H. Griffin, "Matrix
Theory and Cost Allocation, ti Ac£Qunting Revie~, Vol. 39,
July, 1 964, pp. 671-78.
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solutions, pharmacy, X-ray, hospital, housekeeping, maintenance, and business office have been of great importance in
the accounting system.59
While cost centers have played an important role in
hospital and police applications, they have also taken their
rightful place in education.

Ziemer, in the Cost Finding

PrinciJ?)es and Procedures manual, notes the importance of
being able to analyze the operations of the organization and
distribute costs to each of the units of importande.

In

writing of the two phases j_n determining costs, he states:
This technical report describes preliminary prj_nciples
and procedures for identifying, measuring, distributing,
and allocating costs, and for determining the cost of
various types of outpu~s. Generally, the principles and
procedures discussed in1 this paper include: (a.) distribtltion of cost categories to the cost centers, (b.)
allocatiori of the costs of the support centers to the
primary cost centers 1 (c.) procedures for determining
the full costs of various program elements, such as
courses and projects, and the average cost of program
measures, such as credit hours.60
·
Through ~ost centers, colleges and universities can
divide their institutions into units (oost centers) which
allow for examination of digestible parts versus trying to
tackle the entire operation as one large unit.

This allows

for a micro-examination utilizing a unit which is instrumental in decision-making and may be used as a foundation for
cost allocation.

As Hall has stated:

59Robert E. Jensen, "Statistical Analysis,"
Accounting Review, Vol ..43. (January, 1968) , pp. 83-:93.
60 ,zlemer,
·
op. c1· t-·. , p. 2 •
·.

'""
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The relevant costs required to make a particular·
decision are the governing factors.that determine the
degree of distribution. Since a total distribution of
.institutional costs is needed £or some kinds of
decisions, the total distribution of faculty salaries to
the program elements in the con~unity college system and
subsequent aggregation of these costs .to the programs
becomes important.61
SummarJL
In the preceding section, various categories of costs
\

such as institutionally related, direct, and indirect were
discussed.

Allocation of the costs through proration is of

vital importance to a study involving costs.

In concluding

statements, cost centers and their importance to higher
education were discussed.
PLANNING, PROGRM1MING, AND
BULGETING SYSTEMS
Introduction
Parden

s~ggests

that program budgeting provides visi-

bility to the planning, innovation, allocation, and evaluation process. 62 It does this by grouping activities whose
costs and benefits can be assessed.

In examining the col-

lege as a system, Parden discusses program budgeting as a

.

special case of systems analysis.

Each activity or program

is considered not only by itself, but also in relation to
61 Hall, op. cit., p. 27.
62 Robert J. Parden, "Planning, Programming and
Budgeting Systems," Liberal Educati.on, Washington, D.C.,
Vol. 57, No. 2, May, 1971, p. 202.
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all of the activities that make up the college or institution.
Program Defined
Hall, in discussing the movement from a fiduciary
accounting system to a program system in California
community colleges, states:
A program is delimited by at least two characteristics,
organizational authority, and activities centered around
the achievement of a common goal of two kinds: (1) that
which is organizational or quasi-organizational in
nature, ( 2) that which is oriented to·ward an insti tutional output, such as but not limited to, student graduates or completions in specific subject areas.63
Hartley suggests that educational planning in the
near future ·will utilize, to a great extent, the concept of
program budgeting, which refers to a framework that promotes
commonalities in approach, through interdisciplinary dialogue.

He defines program budgeting as:
'

A conceptual approach to decision-making developed by
RAND Corporation and installed in the department of
defense in 1961; a structured procedure for policy
determination; introduced into the federal establishment
in 1965; emphasizes outputs, program activities, and
accomplishment; long-range planning, analytic evaluative tools, and economic rationality are basic
ingredients.64
The heart o,f program budgeting is the grouping of
activities by programs whose costs can be assessed and whose
benefits or contributions to the institution can be
6 3H. .a l. l , op.. Cl' t • , p. 23 .
64Harry J. Hartley, Educ-ational Planning--Programming--Budgeting_~S;ystems Approach (Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey: Prentice-Ball, Inc.,_-1968), p. 256.
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identified. 6 5

Each of the primary support programs is sub-

divided into programs which can be further subdivided.

The

appropriate program si.ze is one that is sufficiently precise
to allow review as an entity, but not so small as to create
. t'1ng of ac t'lVl't'1es. 66
an unmanagea ble 1 1s

Novick suggests that the primary reason for program
budgeting is to provide an improved method for making
decisions on the major policy issues an organization faces
so that i·t can better determine the allocation of its
limited resources.

He lists the steps to program budgeting

as:
1. Identify and quantify the real objective.

2. Array all of the alternatives for accomplishing the
objective._

3. Compute the true total. costs.

4. Compare the changes in marginal costs, examining the
amount of the objective desired and the possibility
of the most efficient "mix" of solutions.
5; Estimate the spill-over effects and the risks and
uncertainty associated with each alternative.

6. Select a particular alternative, or mix of alternatives_to ag71-1er the 11 what .if . . • ?"kind of
quest1ons.
6

5Parden~ op. cit., p. 203.

66 Ibid.
6 7navid Novick, "Program Analysis Revisited," a paper

based largely on a chapter prepared by Novick for Program
Budgeting, 1971 ~ a Rand book (Santa Monica, California: The
·.- · ·
Rand Corporation, 1971).
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Studies Utilizing Program
Budgeting Concepts
Faced with growing enrollment in higher education,
the State of New York stated its intention to meet the
demand for public two-year decentralized collegiate education.

Glenday examined alternative finance plans for support of the institutions. 68 In approaching the topic scientifically, he proposed formulas for college finance.

The

formula which was found to best meet the criteria was that
of the equalization-type formula in aiding long-range planning, clarification of state-local relationships regarding
both finance and control of education programs, encouraging
a higher degree of local control initiative toward the
educational program.
MacKeraghan completed a study in which the goal "'#as
to determine whether a

~junior

planning-progra~-budget-system

college can utilize .a
for assisting "educational

administration" in policy-making decisions, program analysis
and comparison, and administrative monitoring and evaluation.69

He concluded that such a system could be developed

and would be of tremendous assistance in administrative
decision-making.

However, he cautioned that additional

68 navid Glenday, "An Evaluation of Alternate Plans
for Financing Oper_ ational Costs of Community Colleges in New
York State"· (Doctoral dissertation, Columbia University,
1 961 ) •
69
.. - . Lyle Robert MacKeraghan, "A Conceptual PlanningProgramming-Budgeting Model for a Community College"
(Doctoral dissertation, University of Florida, 1970).
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study is needed to augment the current knov.Jledge of
planning-programming-budgeting systems for education and.
recommended that intensive planning, involving both faculty
and staff, should be undertaken before such a system is actually installed in any educational institution.
The State of Washington, with spiraling student
enrollments and a mounting competition for funds from noneducation areas, required a new means of financing community
colleges ·and a need of planning that related educational
needs to the total needs of the society.
by Berman had a twofold purpose:

A study developed

(1) to indicate, by examin-

ing data and analyses relative to community college instructional costs, how Washington community colleges might apply
planning-programming-budgeting (PPBS); (2) to suggest a new
basis for financing community colleges based upon instructional program costs.7°
The principal finding of this study, and the one upQn
which the basic recommendation concerning future financing
was made, was that in all five colleges approximately 80 per
cent of the costs of the academic instructional program
centered to approximately 80 per cent of academic student
enrollment; and a total of only 21 courses in all colleges
combined comprised the grouping of courses to be found within·
this 80 per cent.

The remaining 20 per cent of academic

7°Robert B. Berman, "Instructional Costs as a Basis
for Financing Community College Education in the State of
Washington: A Study of Five T1·m-Year Institutions'' (Doctoral
dissertation, Wa.shington State University, 1968).
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instructional costs consisted of a variety of more costly
programs.

It was recoffiffiended that financing of the academic

program be based upon the costs of this grouping of courses
and that the remaining 20 per cent be given to the colleges
with freedom for decision-makers to spend it as they wished
after applying cost-benefit analysis.
Gulko, working with WICHE, examined a flexible classification devised to accommodate a generalized program structure by dividing the. educational program into program
elements.7 1 The study was undertaken to develop a structure
for classifying components of higher education into a
program-oriented structure in preparation for PPBS.

The

objectives stated in the study were "to develop a structure
which i.s sufficieEtly generalized to be used as a programming vehicle for state-level reporting, national reporting,
with the intent of comparing data within institutions."
Gulko also exam"ined the structure ·which would enable internal
/

program analysis, specifically for determining the unit base
of academic degrees.
In order to gather a broad sample, 5_00 institutions
took part in the d_esign of the structure and the associated
program listings were brought together in conjunction with a
diversified group of advisers to ensure accountability.
Drafts were. circulated to various author.ities in education
7 1warren W. Gulko, "Generalized Structure for Classifying and Programming Higher Education Programs 11 (Doctoral
dissertation, University of Minnesota, 1970~.
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to seek their agreement and approval.

The study was done

under the auspices of the Western Interstate Commission for
Higher Education.
The result was a system to determine the unit cost of
production for academic. institutions known as the HE. GIS
I

Taxonomy.

A series of mathematical formulas was developed

to relate the program budget data to the academic degree.
A sample was undertaken to relate the_ cost data by program
element to output in order to determine the unit cost per
degree and to demonstrate the use of the program structure.
Based upon this study, a number of studies and documents
have been released, one of which, Cost Finding Principles
and Proced1J.res ~ 72 is to be quite instrumental in this study.
The purpose of Arnold's study was to develop a systems
approach to pJ.annir.;_g, budgeting, and evaluating the curriculum of public two-year colleges in Texas as to costs of
instruction only.73

As business. manager of a public two-year

college, the investigator noted the need for improved
budgeting and evaluating methods.
From these sources a system of independent program
budgets was developed for instruction in the academic areas
and in the area of vocational-technical education.· Each program budget was limited to a cluster of related knowledge or

72z.J.emer, op. OJ.·t •
73Robert LeRoy Arnold, "Planning, Budgeting, and
Evaluating by Programs for Public Two-Year Colleges in Texas"
(Doctoral dissertation, East Texas State University, 1971).
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information· that could be described j_n a broad or general
objective and defined in specific objectives.

The specific

or performance objectives not only described the terminal
behaviour of the learner but also provided for quantitative
evaluation of the costs of the entire instructional program.
The format of t4e program budget provided that costs be
stated on the accrual basis I<Ti thout modifying the accounting
system as prescribed by the Coordinating Board for Texas
Colleges and Universities.
In reporting his findings, Arnold stated that many
colleges and universities reported an experimental cost systems approach in a few selected areas.

The Naval Academy at

Annapolis, Maryland, has instituted a systems approach in
economics, physics, and leadership, and. reports that results
obtained exceeded results where other methods of funding the
costs of instruction were used.

The only college in Texas

reporting the use of a systems cost approach on a limited
scale for instruction was the College of the Mainland.
Arnold found that none of the systems now in use
incorporates the instructional objectives, instructional
materials,

suppli~s,

and equipment requirements, estimated

costs, and evaluative criteria into a free-standing program
budget predicated on the accrual basis rather than on a cash
basis.
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Summar;y
There is a definite requirement for systematic planning, and program budgeting appears to offer the solution.
However, there have been few studies and even fewer attempts
to implement a program budget system on the community college
level.

Studies relate the need for spending time and effort

in planning before initiating or converting to the program
budget format.

Since the benefits may be substantial, there

.

is need for a well planned and thought-out approach to
program budgeting.

CONCLUSION
The literature review·ed which related to the problem
of this study revealed the consensus among authorities that
the f-ollo1-ving are essential to a study:
1. There are numerous definitions of costs, with each
dependent upon the utilization of data and procedures to
be followed.
2. There is need for standardization and consistency,
enabling cost comparisons of departments, cl.ivisions, and
institutions of higher learning.

3. Both the student credit hour and student contact hour
have been popular as -bases for cost comparisons.

The

most frequently used has been the st.udent credit hour.

4. Direct costs are easily assigned; however, indirect costs
present a problem of definition and allocation.
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5. Scientific procedures for costing have gained in respect
and popularity through the practice of planning-programming-budget systems.
The research design and method of procedure for this
study will be presented in Chapter 3.

Chapter 3
PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY
The procedures employed in conducting this study are
presented in detail in this chapter.
are as follows:

The procedural steps

(1) description of the setting, with an

examination of the population, location, and tax base of the
district and college; ( 2) determina tl.on of the act i vi ty
1

structure according to procedures described by Gulko in the
work performed at NCiillMS; 1 (3) design procedures for data
collection and allocation to cost centers;. (4) description of
the interview utilized to gather information for proper allocation procedures; (5) description of the statistical design
utilized in testing the hypotheses o,f the study; and ( 6)
summary of the procedures.
REVIEW 0]' THE RELATED LITERATURE
A review of the related literature \vas made to determine what costs should be taken into consideration when examining higher education; studies which have been performed
1warren W. Gulko, R!Qgram Classification Structure,
Technical Report N. 27 (Boulder, Colorado: National Center
for Higher Education Management Systems at Western Interstate
Commission of Higher Education, January, 1972), p. 16.
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enabling community colleges to exarr1ine costs of various
activities; and program budgeting as it relates to higher
education in general, and to community colleges specifically.
A framework has been formulated for allocation of
costs and will be used for this study.

The readings, also

illustrated the importance of the student credit hour as a
divisor when making comparisons betvJeen disciplines.
DESCRIPTION OF THE SETTING
The District
The Los Rios ("The Rivers") Community College District
is composed of three comprehensive colleges:

American River

College, Cosu.mnes River College, and Sacramento City College.
The district contains approximately 2,500 square miles and is
situated in the heart of
San Francisco.

Californi~,

90 miles to the east of

While several communities are served by the

district, the largest is the greater metropolitan area of
Sacramento, the capital city of California.

While the "inner

city" of Sacramento has 250,000 population, the surrounding
area brings the total population of the metropolitan city to
well over 500,000.
In addition to the City and County of Sacramento, the
district is composed of segments of El Dorado, Placer,
Solano, and Yolo counties, extending to the east as far as
the California-Nevada state line.
The primary industries of the district are related to
state and local government employment; however, employment is
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also found in agri-business, small j_ndustry, and forestry·,
necessitating a broad spectrum of curricular offerings to
serve the needs of the community served.

While the di.strict

has very little industrial development, the assessed valuation for 1974 was $1.7 billion and the district's tax rate
for the period was .813 per $100 assessed valuation.
Enrollment figures for the district were as follows:
Fall,_ 1973..

Spring, 1 97.1

Day

20,628

19,898

Evening

12 '4 72

12,062

American River College
Located to the northeast of the city of Sacramento,
the campus is within commuting distance of the downtown area
and is known as a "bedroom" community college.

However, stu-

dents from outside of the local area dwell in apartments
while others commute from the city of Woodland or the foot-·
hills to the east.
The college is a comprehensive campus offering extensive technical-vocational, general education, and programs
for students transferring to four-year institutions.

By

California definitions the college is a large community college.

The enrollment figures for 1973-74 were as follows:
Fall, 1972

Spring, 1974

Day

9,599

9' 168

Evening

6,082

5,887
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The 1973-74 budget for American River College was
$8 million, excluding construction projects.

This budget is

not inflated with research funds as American River College is
primarily a teaching institution; the faculty are evaluated
on their teaching ability.

The av.erage classroom faculty

load is 15 hours per week.

As do other community colleges,

American River College offers extensive student activities
as well as general services of admissions and records, health
services, and counseling.
ACTIVITY STRUCTURE

Gulko suggests that most campus programs are to be
divided into t1•vo categori.es:
programs. 2

primary programs and support

The primary program category contains the activ-

ities directly related to the mission of.the institution.
Support programs contain those activities that are ne9essary
or vital for the successful operation of the primary
programs.
As noted above, American River College fs dedicated to
instruction of students as its primary responsj_bili ty, rather
than other activities such as research or public service.
The t1vo primary cost centers are:

( 1) day class instruction

and (2) evening class instruction, as noted in Table 1.
2

Ibid. , p. 107.

Table 1.
River College

Modified Organization of the Activity Classification Structure* of American
1--- ---.

1.0

Instruction
(Day)

1

----~---------~-

2.o
Instruction
(Evening)

Salaries of directors, consultants, or supervisors
Salaries of instructors
Salaries of secretaries,
clerical aides, and
teacher aides
Instructional supplies
Cost of other items consumed
in instruction

I

3.o

,

Instructional
support

4.0

5.0

Student
services

General
support

--

6.0

I

Plant and
maintenance

3. 1 Salaries ofj4.1 Salaries of I 5. 1 Salaries of 6. 1 Salaries of
3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5
3.6
· 3. 7

librarians
Salaries of
audiovisual!' 4. 2
personnel I
School
4.3
library and!
audiovisual
materials 11
In-service ,
training
Curriculum
development'
Attendance
services
Tutorial·
programs

guidance.
personnel
Health
services
Student
body
activities

supportive
personnel;,
supplies
j5 .2 Fixed
charges,
retirement
and
insurance
I

grounds and
building
personnel
6.2 Utilities
6.3 Operational .
supplies · I

I

I

l
I

I

I

*Modification of Gulko's Program Classification Structure (PCS) after
discussion with Dr. James Topping, NCHEMS at WICHE.
0'\
\J1
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Support centers support the instructional staff in the
assigned tasks of teaching students enrolled in the college.
As Gulko states, "The objectives of support programs are to
act as adjunct to, or in direct support of, the primary
programs."3
Program Sub-category
While the need for primary categories or cost centers
is apparent, a need for refinement should also be noted.
The refinement is known as a "sub-category" and i:-epresents
the principal aggregation level for collecting program elements organized to achieve or contribute to a specific set
of outputs related to the program objectives.

An example of

a sub-categc;ry might be the libraryy which is a sub-element
under the cost center entitled "instructional support"; it
exists to provide reading materials in the form of books,
periodicals, micro-films, and other instructional materials
which support the primary cost center of instruction.
Another sub-category is that of counseling, which is a subelement of the cost

cent~r

entitled "student services"; this

is a service to the students so that they may profit from
instruction because of guidance provided by the counseling
staff.
The following section constitutes an explanation of
the cost centers and their sub-categories (see Table ·1).
3Ibid., p. 109.
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Instruction
-----The category includes those activities dealing
directly with the teaching of students.

It identifies those

costs which are attributed to specific resources consumed in
the·process of rendering instructional service.

These costs,

which are frequently defined as the direct costs of an
instructional program, include the following objects of
expenditures:
1. Salaries of directors, consultants, or supervisors ..
2. Salaries of instructors.

3. Salaries of secretaries, clerical aides, and teacher
aides.
4. Instructional supplies.

5. Cost of other items consumed in instruction.
As mentioned above, for the purpose of this study the
costs of instruction have been divided into two cost centers--day and evening.

Thj_s was done after a discussion with

Dr. James Topping of NCHEMS.4
Instructional Support.
The category includes those activities which have as
their purpose directing and managing an instructional program for students, aiding teaching and improving the quality
of teaching and the curriculum.

The instructional support

category is considered an indirect cost of instruction and
4 nr. James Topping, personal interview on August 27,
1974, NCHEMS at WICHE, Boulder, Colorado.
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includes the following objects of expenditures:
1. Salaries of librarians.
2. Salaries of audiovisual personnel.

3. School library and audiovisual materials.

4. In-service training.
5. Curriculum development.
6. Attendance services.

7. Tutorial programs.
Student Services
The category includes those activities the purpose of
which is to provide a needed service, other than instruction
as defined above, directly to the student, even though many
student services include some element of instruct.Lon.

The

studezrl service category is considered an indirect cost of
instruction and includes the following objects of expenditure:
.1 • Salaries of guidance and psychological personnel.

2. Health services.

3. Student body activities.
General Support
'The category includes those activities which provide
district-wide or individual college administrative, technical, and logistical support to facilitate and enhance
instruction.

This category is considered an indirect cost of

instruction and includes the following objects of expenditure:
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1. Salaries, supplies, and Other costs of college and
supportive personnel.
2. Fixed

charges~

including employee retirement and

insurance.
glant Operation and
Maintenance
The category includes the following objects of
expenditure:
1 • Salaries of grounds and building personnel.
2. Utilities.

3. Operational supplies.
DATA-GATHERING PROCEDURES
Determination of Divisions
to be Included
The first step in gathering the data was the determination of disciplines which are taught both in the day and in
the evening.

This established the divisions l'lhich wer.e

examined and utilized for comparative purposes.
The college schedule was utilized for this task, as
each of the course offerings is listed, with those which are
evening classes shaded grey.

The investigator read through

the schedule, making note of disciplines which were shaded
and unshaded concurrently.
found meeting the criterion:

The following divisions were
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Behavioral Science
Business
English
Fine and Applied Arts
Language and Humanities
Life and Physical Sciences
Mathematics and Engineering
Nursing
Physical Education
Social Sciences
Technical-Vocational
These divisions will be the sub-categories which will be
enumerated under the two primary categories of day and
evening c·ost centers and will. receive the allocation of the
other cost centers.
College Expenditures
The second step was to obtain a copy of the college
expenditures for the spring semester, 1974.

These expendi-

tures should be as detailed as possible and indicate the
actual expenditures made by the school.
Leo Day, Data Processing Manager of Los Rios, was contacted and an appointment was made to discuss the available
data.

Upon visitation, it was found that there was an enor-

mous amount of data available, with computer print-outs for
each semester in great detail.

Upon investigation, the data

proved to be organized by division and college, indicating
that there was to be quite an amount of work performed in
distributing the data elements in such a manner as to be
helpful to the study.
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Master:._J3chedule
The third step in the collection and distribution of
data was to obtain from the district a copy of the master
schedule for the spring, 1974, semester.

The master schedule

was examined for the following data:
1 • Name of class.
2. Name of instructor.

3. Type of instruction (lecture, laboratory, or shop).

4. Hours of instruction per meeting.
5. Official class enrollment as reported to the state.
Once these data were classified, the total aggregate
credit hours were calculated by adding all of the, credit
hours for classes within each division.
Direct Costs
The fourth step was to identify the total direct cost
for the semester, enumerating each of the divisions and alloeating the direct costs to each one separately.

To obtain

the amounts, the following expenditure for each sub-category
was determined:

L Supervisor's salary.
2. Instructors' salaries.

Indirect and Support Costs
The fifth step was to identify

th~

indirect and sup-

port costs through the use of an interview instrument
designed to ascertain proper allocation of costs to each of
the cost centers.

The interview instrument will be described
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later in this chapter.

As noted above, there are a nUlllber of

costs that are very difficult to assess properly.

NCHEMS

suggests that an activity analysis is an accurate method to
employ in determining costs of supplies, equipment, and
services when making allocation decisions·.
Allocation of Costs
-to the :Primary
Cost Centers
The sixth step was to allocate the indirect and supi

port costs to the primary cost centers o:f day and evening
instruction.

T'his is performed according to the information

gathered through the interview, with each of the divisions
(sub-categories) receiving its share of the costs through the
procedures described in Office of Management Bulletin A-21 • 5
THE INTERVIEW
Whether to Use the Questionnaire or Interview
Far more people can be reached by questionnaire and
there is less opportunity for respondent bias because of an
effort to impress the interviewer and augment facts or lack
of rapport causing a reluctance to furnish information.

More

thoughtful answers can be obtained since the questionnaire
can be handled at a convenient time, and research time can be
more efficiently employed since travel,

~epeat

visits, and

50ffice of Management and-Budget, Circular No. A-21
U. S. Government Document (Washington, D.C.: DMB Revised
September 2, 1970) , p. 10.
',""'
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rapport establishment are not involved. 6

All of these points

had to be considered by the investigator .when deciding the
best and optimum manner to collect data which were not
readily available--e.g., indirect costs and their allocation
to the various cost centers.
However, the interview offers the advantages of
interpretation, of gaining additional, pertinent information,
and the opportunity to check and reasonably assure a true,
random sample.

Kerlinger enunciates the importance of the

personal interview in the following statement:
The self-administered questionnaire has been used too
much especially in educational research, and the structured interview too little. The success of the interview
in sociology and psychology should encourage educational
researchers to master its intricacies and to use it where
it is clearly appropriate.?
,Van Dalen agrees with Kerli:nger i'Then he suggests that
many people are more willing to communicate orally than in
writing and therefore will provide data more readily and
fully in an interview than on a que st.ionnaire. 8
The interview was finally chosen as a major contributor to the data gathering as the interview offers much more
in the application phase, since it allows for interpretation
and reliability.
6Wilson Gee, Social Science Research Methods (New
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1950), pp. 314-20.

7Pred N. Kerlinger, Foundation of.Behavioral Research
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1964), p. 476.
8 Deobald B. Van Dale~, Understanding Educational
Research (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1966), p. 306.
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Preliminary' Procedure
In reviewing the literature, and after a visit to
Boulder, Colorado, during the summer of 1974, where the
investigator was able to benefit from conferences with key
members of the NCHEMS staff, the need for an instrument that
would clarify questions of allocation and utilization was
very apparent.

It was determined that an activity analysis

was necessary in order to answer the questions and equitably
allocate costs to the designated cost centers.
Using the i'nformation and insight gained in Boulder,
and also after a number of conversations with the analytic
research member on the staff of Los Rios, a questionnaire was
structured, using vleinberg' s survey instrwnent as a model. 9
After "the initial survey instrument was constructed, a pilot
was administered at Sierra College with the administrative
staff and instructional members.
The investigator's dissertation committee, consisting
of one former superintendent of a school district, the chairman of the Religious.Studies Department, the chairman of the
Department of Economics, the director of admissions for the
University of the J?acific, and an expert in education support
services, served as_a jury to insure that the instrument had
adequate content validity.

Aspects considered included the

clarity, relevance, and phrasing of the questions.
9Harry Weinberg, ·"A Model--to Elicit Optimum Internal
Communications in Unified School Districts" (-Doctoral dissertation, University of the Pacific, May, 1 973).
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Characteristics of a
Good Intervj.ew
.Qg_estionnaire
Certain classification material to establish background, present status, and state of mind of respondents was
needed to check relationships in analyzing the data.

It was

deemed important that the questions be brief, readily understandable, not condescending in nature, and readily administered without introducing bias.
It was of vital importance to ensure that the respondent recognized the type of data which were required and
understood the area to be covered.

Proper order of the ques-

'

tions was utilized in the establishment of rapport, grasp of
respondent interest, elimination of confusion, preservation
of continuity, association of ideas, and orderly progression.
Questionnai.re
Development
General areas to be investigated were divided into
specific issues, then pertinent questions ·were formulated,
shuffled, and rearranged until a satisfactory sequence 1;-vas
obtained.

Under the_ supervision of Dr. Cy Coleman, the ques-

tionnaire was reviewed and revised several times.
Size and Appearance
The questionnaire was mimeographed on 8-} x 11" sheets
of white stock and used on a clip board.· The material on the
paper was well spaced and neatly-arranged for efficiency and
appearance.
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EXJ2lanation of
the Purpose
The interview instrument used is primarily a __ structured one and therefore it is important that the explanation
of its purpose to interviewees be standardized.

'

Gordon

states, "The purpose of the interview should be expiained in
terms the respondent can understand and in a manner which
will account for all the types of questions which are going
to be asked." 10
Sample Information
The following were felt important to the interview for
classification of the data and as a base of maturity and
experience:
1. Name

2. Date of interview

3. Present position

4. Length of experience in present position
5. Length of experience with the district
Collegiate Cost Elements
To establish the amount of time, effort, supplies,
equipment, and other support provided, this section asked
questions which attempted to ascertain the manner in which
time is allocated by various members of the administrative,
clerical, and support staff.
10

It also attempted the same for

Raymond L. Gordon,· Interviewing, Strateg;y:, Techniques, and Tactics (Homewood, Illinois: The Dorsey Press 1
1969), p. 167.
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supplies, equipment, and support, thereby providing a base
for decisions on questions of allocation.

An example might

be the usage of paper by the instructional staff.

In the

interview the instructional personnel are asked about supply
utilization by day and evening categorical assessment.

This

will provide information for the choice of allocation to the
different cost centers and eventually to the primary cost
centers.

From the results of the questions the investigator

.

.

was able to allocate the costs more accurately, as those who
are entrusted with the various responsibilities have been
interviewed.

While a semantic differential was primarily

envisioned for this section, exact figures and percentages
were found to be more useful in determining the costs as they
proved the more descriptive of the two.
Defined Adult
As the investigator had presented his "case" in relation to the number and treatment of the student known as the
ttdefined adult," questions were asked the respondent which
attempted to accurately describe the number and service
provided this student.
Reporting the Unstructured Responses
Relevant nonstructured responses are presented in
Ohapter 4.

This section proved to be a most valuable part of

the study as it allowed the researcher to explore the subject
of the day and evening costs in depth and without the
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parameters imposed by other sections of the instrument.
The.Admiriistration of
the In-strument
Prior to interviewing members of the staff at American
River College, it was felt important to pilot the

i~terview

'

instrument.

This was performed at Sierra College, Rocklin,

California, on October 24, 1974.

To accomplish the pilot,

this investigator contacted Dr. William Winstead, President,
and arranged an appointment during which the. interview and
its objectives were to be discussed.
in the

offic~

The meeting took place

of the president and, after determining ·that

'
the process would not take an inordinate amount of time away

from cbllegiate time, Dr. Winstead gave his consent.
An open letter was sent from Dr. Winstead's office to
the effect that Mr. Robert Fritz would be on campus to interview members of the staff and that he
help and consideration possible.

i'laS

to receive all the

Respondents on campus were

very helpful and answered the questions on the interview with
minimal effort, making suggestions as to where and how the
questionnaire might be changed.
Upon receiving from the investigator's committee permission to proceed. with the study, an appointment was made
with Mr. Kenneth Boettcher, President of American River
College, to discuss the interview on the. campus.

This inter-

view took place on November 28, 1974, in the president's
office.

Mr. Boettcher was interested in the study and

advised that he be notified prior to the interview, giving
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his consent to the process.
The total interviewing process took 63 days, during
which all administrators, division chairpersons, and
divisional clerical personnel were interviewed; 30
instructors were interviewed after a random selection was
made within the population of each division.
tion was paid to assure that

a

Careful atten-

random selection of instruc-

tors teaching only day, both day and night, and only night
was made ·so there would be no bias in the sample.

STATISTICAL DESIGN
In comparing the sub-categories in the two primary
cost centers, the F-distribution was chosen.
utilized is as follows:

F

=

df = ND + NE - 2
Cost

= Cost

per credit hQur

N = Total divisions
D = Day

E = Evening

The formula
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TESTING THE HYPOTHESIS
Completion of allocation of costs to various cost
centers 1 with the resultant totals each apportioned to the
primary cost centers of day and evening instruction, renders
a total cost figure for each of the disciplines and an aggregate total cost for both the cost centers.

For compa.rison,

the total cost for the disciplines is divided by the total
'

number of student credit hours to find the cost per student
credit hour for each discipline in both the day and evening
cost centers.

The hypothesis is as follows:

1. Null Hypothesis:

H0 --There is no significant difference

between student credit hour costs

~f

similar courses

taught both in the day and evening college categories.
2. Alternate Hypothesis:

II1 --There is a significant differ-

ence between student credit hour costs of similar courses
taught both in the day and evening college categories.

3. Statistical Test:

Since there are only the two groups,

the Analysis of Variance is appropriate.

4. Significance Level:. Alpha= .05.
5.

Sampling Distribution:

6. Df

F-distribution~

= 20.

7. Rejection Region (taken from the table of critical values
oft):

The region of rejection consists of all values of

F which.are so large that the probability associated with
their occurrence under H0 is equalto or less, or equal
to and greater than 4.35.

··~
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The results of this analysis appear in Chapter 4.
SillJIJ.VIARY

The purpose of this investigation was to compare disciplines which are taught both in the day and the evening
categories of enrollment, utilizing a framework and guidelines as suggested by Dr. Gulko, NCHEMS at WICHE.

The

setting for the study was American River College of Los Rios
Community College District, a large campus with
enrollment of 1 5, 000 students.

:.;t

spring

In the study there vrere com-

parisons of 11 different disciplines with an F-distribution
used as the statistica1 design formula.

Data gathering was

performed through computer listings for the basic data and
an intervievr of administrators, division and department
phairpersons, and instr:.1ctional and clericai personnel was
used for proper allocation of expenditures.

Documents from

the National Center for Higher Education Management Systems
(NCHEMS) were instrumental in providing the basic guidelines
and allocation parameters.
The data and results of the investigatio·n will be
described in Chapter 4.

Chapter 4

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
In this chapter the calculations and results of the
data gathered by the interview instrument will be reported.
The chapter is organized into eight sections:

(1) analysis

of sampl.e information; ( 2) calculation of direct costs (Cost
Centers f.O and 2.0); (3)· calculations of indirect costs
(Cost Centers 3.0-6.0); (4) calculation of final totals (all
Cost Centers) and cost per credit hour for day and evening;
(5) analysis of the hypothesis; (6) testing the assumptions;

(7) qomparison of "defined adult" and "other than defined
adult"; and (8) a summary of Chapter 4.

ANALYSIS OF SAMPLE INFORMATION
Part I of the interview instrument consisted of a
standardized explanation of the purpose of,the study without
intent to solicit responses from those surveyed.

Part II

established the experience of those surveyed; the results are
shown in Table 2.

The experience of administration, division

chairpersons, and classified employees is considerable; however, "off-campus" (those instructors who work part-time in
the evening) tends to vary from considerable (26 years) to
little, with the most prevalent (median) the one- to
four-year range.
82
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Table 2. Summary of Sample Information for the
Respondents of American River College, as Obtained by
the Interview Instrument

Position

Number
interviewed

Mean number
of years
in position

Mean number
of years
in district

Administrator

11

7.8

16. 18

Division Chairperson

11

4.06

11 . 93

Department Chairperson/
Coordinator

13

6.46

12.00

8

9.875
10.6
4.7

Instructors:
Day only
Day/night
Night on.ly

10
12

8. 50
8.9
4.04

Secretaries

11

9.2

10.036

Totals

76

48.96

75.421

Means

6.898

11 . 036
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The number of day instructors teaching only in the day
was a smaller sample since the majority of the instructors at
the college teach at least one class in addition to their
regular contract; this is in addition to the teaching and is
performed under separate contract.

Table 3 illustrates the

number of part-time and regular percentages and indicates the
propensity of certain divisions to employ off-campus
instructors.

Business, Technical-Vocational, and Behavioral

Sciences are very popular with the evening

stude~t

and

require quite a large number of instructors from the
community.
While the survey instrument did not request occupational information from respondents, this investigator felt
that it might be of importance.

Table 4 is a list of

occupations held in the da;y- by the people interviewed.
BACKGROUND OF COST ANALYSIS
In the identification and calculation of the cost
centers of this study, a computer print-out from the Los Rios
Community College District was utilized for the basic figures.

The document is known as the "Organization Center

Budgettt and is divided into program centers.

The centers are

subdivided into three categorical divisions:

(1) salaries,

(2) operating expenses--includes supplies and other
expenses for operation, and ( 3) capital outlay---current
expenditures for the operation of the capital fixtures.
the calculations which were performed to "break 11 the cost

In
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Table 3. Number and Percentage of Part-time (off
campus)/Regular Instructors
Part-time

Regular
Total

Division

#
Behavioral Sciences
Business
English
Fine and Applied Arts
Language and Humanities
Life and Physical Sciences
Mathematics and Engineering
Nursing
Physical Education
Social Sciences
Technical-Vocational

-

Total

·6
71
1
7

%

14

23
84
4
30
15
12
35
0
0
0
56

109

43

2

2
6

0
0
0

#

%

20
77
16
14
22
96
16 ° 70
11
85
88
15
11
65
1 100
5 100
17 100
11
44
143

57

26
85
23
23
13
17
17
1
5
17 .
25
252
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Table 4.
Interviewed.

Occupation of Part-Time Instructors

Position

Ntilll.ber employed

Housewife

3

High school instructor

2

Federal service (programmer)

1

Fire Department

1

Heavy construction.

1

Photographer ( self'·-employed)

1

Real estate eales (self-employed.)

1

State of California

1

Unemployed (aspirant)
Total

12
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into figures which were reflective of spring, 1974, the figures for the 1973-74 year were divided by two and, in those
cases in which the salaries and operations were based upon a
12-month operational period, a factor of .833 was utilized to
isolate the data for the shorter period of one semester.
The table entitled "Total Credit Hours for Each
Division and Relative Percentages of Day and Evening"
(Table 5) was constructed so that each division's total
credit hours for the semester, as well as various ratios,
could be had vrhen required.

The ratios calculated were:

1. Ratio of each division--a comparison of the individual
division's credit hours day and evening as compared to
the total for the college, day and evening.
2. Ratio of each division (D) is the percentage that the day
credit hours for the separate divisions represent when
compared to the total day credit hours for the entire
college.

3. Ratio of each division (F) is the same as number 2 above
but represents the evening. instead of the day.

4. Division ratios (G) and'(H) are comparisons of credit
hours for each division's day and evening credit hour
enrollment for the specific division.
DIRECT COST IDENTIFICATION
The first task in the construction of the cost model
was to develop the cost figures for i~struct~onal centers
(1.0 and 2.0) for the day and the evening.·,.,'The total cost

Table 5.

Total Credit Hours fo.r Each Division and Relative Percentages of Day and

Evening

Division

Behavioral Sciences
..
Business
English
Fine and Applied
Arts
Language and
Humanities
Life and Physical
Sciences
Mathematics and
Engineering
Nursing
Physical Education
Social Sciences
Technical-Vocational
Totals

(D)
(G) I (H)
(F)
(A)
(E)
(C)
(B)
Total
of Day credit Ratio of Eve credit Ratio of Div Ratio
credit Ratio
each div
each div
each div
hours
Day
Eve
hours
hours
(E/L,E)
(cjr,c)
(A/L,A)
(day+eve)
(C/A) (E/ A)

I

19,307.0
24,686.0
15,568.0
15,670.0

0.14
0.18
0.11
0. 11

13,352.0
11,913.0
12,604.0
10,864.0

0.13
0. 12
0.12
0. 11

5,955
12,773
2,964
4,806

0.1 6
0.34
0.08
0.13

0.69
0.48
0.81
0.69

0. 31
0.52
0.19

7,284.0

0.05

6,149.0

0.06

1 '1 35

0.03

0.84

0.16

18,055.0

0.13

15,770.0

0.15

2,285

0.06

0.87

0.13

9,92Q.O

O.O'J

8,004.0

0.08

1 '916

0.05

0.81

0 ~ 19

1,422.8
5,716.0
14,558.0
7,273.0

o.o·J

0.01
0.06
0.11
0.05

201
1 51
3,390
1 '617
--

0.01
0.01
0.09
0.04

0.86
0.97
0.77
0.78

0.141

0.04
0. 11
0.05

1,221.8
5' 565 .o
11 '1 68.0
5 '6 56 .o

139,459.8

1 .00

102,266.8

1

I

1 . 00

--

37,193

I

1

0. 31 1-

I

0.031
0.23
0.22
'
.....

.oo

Percentage of Day (r,cjr,A) = 102,266/139,459 = 0.733
Percentage.of Evening (l.:E/L,A)

= 37,193/139,459 = 0.267

{))

co
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data for each center are summarized in Tables 6 and 8.
Supervisor salaries for the day center (Table 6) were
taken directly from the Organization Center Budget and
adjusted to represent the spring semester.

Supervisor sala-

ries for the evening center (Table 8) were taken directly
from supervisor time sheets maintained in the evening college
office.
Instructional salaries for the day center (Table 6)
were handled in the same manner as the supervisor ';salaries
for day; however, instructional salaries for the evening
center (Table 8) were calculated utilizing individual figures
from the spring, 1974, contracts maintained by the evening
college office.
Clerical and instructional aide data were based upon
information from the Organization Center Budget but were
adjusted for day and evening.

Table 7 represents the allo-

cation ratios for each division as related to the investigator by members of the division.

By applying the ratios to

the cost figures, the clerical and instructional aide columns
on Tables 6 and 8 were calculated.
Instructional supplies were mentioned on the survey
instrument, with the resultant use factor of four major

exam~

inations of an average size of 3.92 pages and six quizzes
with an average size of one page.

This investigator noted a

utilization pattern which dictated the application of the
credit hour ratio (Table 5, ·G and H), as the .examination and
'~

Table 6.

Instructional Center Costs·--Day, 1 • 0

---~-----~--------~

:Division

--------------

Supervisor
salaries

---

-·

----

------

----

-

-~

--

-

--

----

--

-

-

--

0l . . ,
!
~ erlca~_and Instructional
lnstructlonal
l'
aides
supp les

Instructor
salaries

~-

Capital
outlay

Total

;

Behavioral
$ 5,330.90 $
Sciences
Business
5,705.42
English
5,687.00
Fine and Applied
6,098.96
Arts
Language; and
5,705.42
Hrunani ties
Life and Physi5,756.60
cal Sciences
Mathematics and
5,635.87
Engineering
Nursing
10,657.00
Physical EduI 11 , 6 34 . 9 51
cation
SociaJ Sciences
5,757 •. 391
Technical5,877.56
Vocational

I

Totals

$73,847.07

214,720.531
I

$

$

4,585.82

206, 4 11 . 8o 1
299,310.191
219,104.57

7,127.97
5 '951 . 30

152,675.981

3,781.01

I

1 '440. 14
1 ,476.60
9,638.89

I

914.79

5~722.35

8,980.13

14,909.90

208,889.54

3,668.18

1,087.50

69,696.50
174' 1 58. 50

3,676.17
16,300.40

1,311.33
9,244.70

185,294.78
150,545.42

4 '961 . 36
14,079.58

132.62
7,848.00

I

0

$

226,609.99
313,425.09
241,661.63

5,924.66
0
1 '096. 86
0

225,594.30

I

163,077.20
II

321 ,209.07

I

$

957.05

··-

$2,203,016.8~-~~_,83~-!7_j_ $:8,~61.~2-

I
I
I
I

124.92

350,980.62

0

219,281.09

I

0
I
1,742.67'

213,081 .2:1

0
3, 161 . 56 1

196,146.15
181,512.12

85,341.0J

I
l$12,050.67l$2,416,710.41j

\..0

0
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Table 7.

Allocation of Work--Clerical Personnel

Division

Percentage of time
expended
Day

Behavioral Sciences
Business
English
Fine and Applied Arts
Language and Humanities
Life and P:nysical Sciences
Mathematics and Engineering
Ntrrsi:ng
Physical Edlwa tion
Social Sciences
Technical-Vocational

95
75
90
85
75
95
90
99
95
95
85

Evening

5
25
10
15
25
5
10
1

5
5
15

Table 8.

Instructional Center Costs--Evening, 2.0
---~-

Supervisor
salaries

Division

.

Behavioral Sciences
Business
English
Fine and Applied
Arts
Language and
Humail...i ties
Life and Physical
Sciences
Mathematics and
Engineering
Nursing
Physical Education
Social Sciences
TechnicalVocational
Totals
----

----

-----

$

I

Clerical
and !jinstructlonal
. .
Instructor
. t rue t·lona
.
.
lUS
1
.
salarles
.1 supplles
_ al"d es
-

377.16 $ 52,588.87
1,836.41
87,082.27
207.48
56,074.49
278.23
25,261.97

287.80
2,375.99
663.45
1,035.06

35.92

21 ,829.03

1",251.79

17.96

21,437.90

1 ,417.91

! .
i

$

·--~

!

'

'

'

$

509.75
310.41
78.24
1 '01 5. 32
209.18

Capital
outlay
$

Total

I

0
$ 53,763.58
3,556.22
95' 161 • 30
0
57,023.66
27,822.96
232.38
0

23,325.92

:.

3,497. 36 ·_

29.30

26,400.43

c

26.94

28' 193.941

399.58

254.85

0
0
89.80
592.68

1 '370. 12
1 '939 .80
13' 130.71
12,066.06

373.80
257.37
4,075.78

13.25486.56
39.26
2,229.34

~?_,__:1-62 ·2~~320' 975. 16

$12,996.45

857~92

$8,643.88

0

0
91 . 72
0
891.73

28,875.31
1 '757. 17
3,376.00
13,517.50
19,855.59

$4 '801 . 35 $350,879.42

-------~--

1..0
1\)
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t rue t ors are very s1m1
. "1ar. 1
'
b y a 11 1.ns
quiz app 1 ica-cions

The few divisions which had expenditures in the capital outlay portion of the Organization Center Budget were
handled in the same manner as instructional supplies.
Cost Per Credit Hour
By dividing the total costs for the separate day and
evening instructional centers, a credit hour cost for each
was produped (Tables 9 and 10).

The cost per credit hour for

the day instructional center (1 .0) was $23.6329, and for the
evening (2.0) the cost was $9.43.

In addition to the average

cost for all divisions in each category, individual costs for
each di vis:Lon vrere calculated . by; d.i vi ding the total number of
credit hours into the total cost for that division.
INDIRECT COSTS
Introduction
Allocation of indirect'costs to cost centers was performed with the aid of information gained through the survey
instrument.

Table 11, entitled "Administrative Time, Supply,

and Equipment Utilizat1on,".lists the administrators and
their response to the···prop·cyrt'iunate amount of time, supplies,
and a

not~

as to whether special equipment is used.

The

.ratios reported on the table will be used throughout the
1The instructor who teaches solely during the e·vening
will normally work very clos.ely with _,either the day super-

visor or with a day instructor, thereby tending toward uniformity of examination schedules, examination size, and even,
in certain divisions, examination questions.
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Table 9. Credit Hour Cost Totals for Instructional
Center--Day, 1.0

Division
Behavioral Sciences
Business
English
Fine and Applied Arts
Language and Humanities
Life and Physical
Sciences
Mathematics and
E:ng1.neering
Nursing
Physical Education
Social Sciences
Technical-Vocational
Totals

Total cost for
division
$

I Cost

per
credit
hour

Number of
· credit
hours

$16.8958
19.0219
24.8671
22.2442
26.5208

225,594.30
226,609.99
313,425.09
241,661.63
163,077.20

13' 352
11,913
12,604
10,864
6' 149

350,980.62

1 5 '770

22.2561

219,281 .09

8,004

27.3964

\

85,341.00
21 3 '081 . 22
196' 146. 1 5
181,512.12

1,221.8
5,565
11 '1 68
5,656

$2,416,710.41

102,266.8

69.8485
38.2894
17.5632
32.0919

Average credit.hour cost for instructional center
1 .o = 2,416,710.41/102,266.8 = $23.6329.
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Table 10. Credit Hour Cost Totals for Im-:Jtructional
Center--Evening, 2.0
-·
---of Cost per
Total cost for Number
Division
credit
credit
division
hours
hour

.

Behavioral Sciences
Business
English
Fine and Applied Arts
I1angu<:r,ge and Humanities
·Life and Physical
Sciences
Mathematics an.d.
Engineering
Nursing
Physical Educat~on
Social Sciences
Technical-Vocational
Totals

-

$ 53,763.58

---9.0283

95' 161 • 30
57,023.66
27,822.96
23,325.92
26,400.43

5,955
12,773
2,964
4,806
1 '1 35
2,285

28,875.31

1 '916

15.0706

1,757.17
3,376.00
13,517.50
'19,855.59

20·1
151
3,390
1 '617

8.7421
22.3576
3.9873
12.2792

$350,879.42

37' 193

Average credit hour cost for instructional
center 2.0 = 350,879.42/37,193 = $9.43.

$

7.4502
19.2387
5.7892
20.5514
11 • 5537

--
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Table 11.
Utilization

Position

Admi.nistrative 'rime, Supply, and Equipment

____

--

Proportional
supply
expenditure

ll'ropor"tional
time
expenditure
I

-

--~

Day

"E-vening
··---~-

President·
Dean of Instruction
Dean of Administration
Dean of Student
Personnel
Services
.A.sso cta~·te })(7;3.tl of
I
Evening Go~.lege

I

·---·-·----

..,

• 10

.25
.90
.90

Day

----

• 10

• 10
I

• 10

.90

1 . 00

~o

Special
equipment
used

Evening
r-·

.67

.33

.95

.75

.05
2r-

•

:::>

No
No
No

.95

.05

No

.00

No

.o

·1

I'

Associa.te l'ea11,
I! .98
Student
Activities
Associ.ate Dean of
.6Bn
Counseljng and
Admissions
Associate Dean of
.95
Instruction
Assistant Dean of
*
Research
Assistant Dean, Stu-- 1 .00
dent Activities
Assistant Dean of
• 50
Occupational
Education

I

.02

.80

.20

Yes

.333

.50

.50

Yes

.o

No

*
.o

No

.05
*
.0
.50

1 .oo

*
1.00

.65

.35

No

~

*Proportional to credit hours for· each division.
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remainder of the cost centers (3.0-6.0).
Instructional Support

~st 9eiiter

3.0)

A list of administrators was categorically placed in
the instructional support center, wi.th the placement determined through the survey instrument, conversations with each
administrator, and finalized w:ith the help of Dr. Marc Hall
of the Los Ri.os Community College District Office.

These are

listed, with respective costs, on Table 12.
The Organization Center Budget was utilized in calculating salaries, operating expenses, and capital outlay for
each office.

Each cost

wa~

E.!.pplying the ratios fro1ri ··'l;hc_,
Equipmr:3nt Utilization Table.
administra r,o:rs ·Here

$54~

applied to the cost center by
Administ~rati ve
~I.'otal

Time, Supply, and

costs for day support

1 29. 19; for evening administrator

support, $22,454.53 (Tabl.es 12, 13, and 1'4).
The ratios from the proportional credit hour totals
(Table 5) were applied i.n calculating divisional costs
(Table 1 5).
The Organization Center Budget provided total cost
amounts for salaries, operating expenses, and capital outlay
for individual service centers; the total for the services
for spring, 1974, was l143,766.32 (Table 16).

Interviews

with key members of each service were held in order to ascertain the allocation of costs to each category of either day
or evening.

In addition, questions on the survey instrument

inquired into the utilization of individual instructors.
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Table 12.
Totals, 3.0
Position

Instructional Support---Administrative

-- -

-·

__ ·-

.......

Total
·-

Dean of Instruct ion
Salaries
$29,386.60
Ope ratlng expenses
334.36
Cap ita.l outlay
0
Associate Dean of Instruction
Salaries
$26,469.80
Ope.rating ex11enses
2,217.30
Cap ital. outlay
0
Assaciate Dean c;f Summer

-

:

$29,720.96

26,687.10

and · Ev~: t1:i.ng

Sal.aries
$18,084.20
Ope,rating expenses
91 .46
Ca:p ital outlay
0

"18,175.66
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Table 13.
3.0

Al~ocations,

Instructional Support--Administrative

r

-- -

S:laries

Position

Totals

Evening

Day

Day Evening

Dean of
-1 $29,386.60
Instructiorl
Associate
26,469.80
Dean of
Instruction
Associate
18,084.20
Dean of
Summer and

~~:_ni.n~-

Salaries

Percentage

90

10

$26~447.94

$ 2,938.66

95

5

25,146.31

1,323.49

0

100

_J_
-

'18,084 .20

0
0

-

$73,940.60
~

$51,594.25 $22,346.35

·--·

Table 14. Instru8tional Support--Administrative
Allocations (Supply), 3.0

=Position
of
Instruction

Associate Dean of
Instruction
Associate Dean
of Summer and
Evening
Totals

-

Supplies

Supplies
Day Evening

-Dean

--

Percentage

$

334.36

95

5

2,217.30

100

0

91 .46

0

100

$2,64}.12

Day

Evening

$. 317.64 $ 16.72
2 '2·17. 30
0

0
91 .46

$2,534.94 $'1 08.18

Table 15.

Instructional Support,Adrnii'listra.tor Allocation
-·

Division

Behavioral Sciences
Business
English
Fine and Applied Arts
Language and Humanities
Life and Physical
Sciences
rJJ:athematics and
Engineering
Nursing
Physical Education
Social Science
Technical-Vocational
Totals

I

I
Ratio of evening
Ratio of day
I · ,d .· . . t
division credit
d"lVlSlOn
. .
d't
A
llil~~sora
or
ere l
.
hours to total
h ours t o t o t a 1
costs t allocated
d
evening credit
0
1 d ay ere d l· t h ours·
j . . ._ay
hours
(from Table 5,D) I
lVlslons
(from Table 5,F)

Administrator
costs allocated
to evening
divisions

I

. 13
. 12
. 12
• 11
.06
. 15

$ 7,036.79

. 16

$ 3,592.72

6,495.50
6,495.50
5,954.21
3,247.75
8,119.38

.34
.08
. 13
.03
.06

7,634.54
1 '796. 36
2,919.08
673.64
1,347.27

.08

4,330.35

.05

II

• 01
.06
. 11
.05

541.29
3,247.75
5,954.21
2,706.46

• 01

I

1.00

I

L

$54 , 1 ~9 . 1 9

I

. 01
.09
.04

I
I

0

1 • 00

I
I

I

1 ' 1 22. 73
224.55
224.55
2,020.91
898.18
$22,454.53

I

I

I

II
0

0
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Table 16.
·-

~

Instructional Support Services
- .

~

-

Service

~

Total

..

Library
Salaries
Operating expenses
Capital outlay
1;, .. ,,,

.·.:·l',"·!.•./.

.$8 3 ' 31 7 . 0 1

22,897.50
1,425.11

.

$107,639.62
~-

Audiovisual
Salaries
Operating expenses
Capital outlay

$19,374.50
6,512.32
1 '6 50.88

27,537.70

• ···t
Tu"tortal Prog?.'ams
.
,.
"
,··
S<:J.1aries
Operating expenses
Capital outlay

$ 2' 542. 18
1,417.14
0

3,959.32

,),

~~-

VJt.iA--Handicapped
Salaries·
Operating expenses
Capital outlay

$ 1 '682. 92
1,096.07
0

2,778.9'9

0
1,850.69
0

1,850.69

Transportation

Total

-

Salaries
Operating expenses.
Capital outlay

$

$143,766.32

-
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It was founcl, however, that utilization apparently centered
on individual instru.ctional utilization patterns rather than
on divisional .lines or time of day.
Instructional Sl.J..PI)Ort service costs were applied,
based upon credit hour proportions (Table 5 ,B) and then mul-·
tiplying divisional ratios for the day eeable 5,P), thereby
arriving at values for day and evening for each division
(Table 17).
The Assistant Dean of Occupational Education provided
a special problem.

Upon investigation, it was found that

this office provided service to only those divisions vrhich
have occupational programs.

Upon discussion with Dr. Lou

Quint, Assistant Dean of Occupational

Education~

and through

the lJ.ee of' the ex:r;.endi ture report to the State of Cali-')

fornia,~

ratios were calculated for

d~visions

which receive

service from this office (Tables 18 and 19). · Dr. Quint noted
that he would divide the time .expended by his office to 50
per cent day and 50 per cent evening, with the resultant
total for each amounting to $7,026.67; the allocation of
amounts and ratios are in Table 19.
Total costs.for Instructional Support Center (3.0)
were derived by summing administrative allocations, support
service costs, and the cost of the Assistant Dean of Occupational Education.

The totals for the day·were $166,234.58

(Table 20) and for the evening $68,168.80 (Table 21).
2 state of Cal.ifornia. Vocational Education, Los Rios
Community College District, {Tune, i 974.

Table 17.

Divisional Allocation of Instructional Support Services

I Ratio
of eac~
division t~~~ I
. the total for
all divisions
I. (from
Table 5,B)
1

Division

!Division
~
•
.
I
t
t
Irati?-Am.o~t
for
j
ra 10-- 1Amoun ~or
levenlng
1
lnd.
.
;day to I ind. day
1,
to -cotalj eveni~g
: total ! (BXC)
for the;
·
~o~ ~hel
(EXBj
~,
division
dlVlSlon

~-Df;isl~-~

Day and
everti.n.g
tot.~::;>l

I

-D

f

Behavioral Sciences
Business
English
Fine and Applied Arts
Language and Humanities.
Life and Physical
Sciences
Mathematics and
Engineering
Nursing
Physical Education
Social Sciences
·:rechni.cal Vocational

$ 20,127.281

25,877.931
15,814.301
15,814.:0,
7.. 188. )2'I
18,689.621
l

c
I

Totals

. 14
• 18
• 11
. 11
.05 .
• 13

.69 ;$
l
.48 · 1
. 81
.69
.84
.87 I

I

.07

10,063.641

• 81

.• 01
.04
• 11
.05

1,437.661
. 5 '750. 65
15,814.30
7' 188.32

.86
.97
.77
.78

1.00

,$143,766.32·

~--·--------: _____

-

I

I

0

. 31
.52
• 19
. 31
. 16
. 13

I

6,239.46
13,456.53
3,004.72
4,902.44
1 '1 50. 14
2,429.65

8,151.511

• 19

!

1,912.13

• 14
.03
.23
.22

I

201 . 28
1 72. 52
3,637.19
1 '581 • 44

1 '236. 38
5,578.13
1 2' 177. 01
5,606.88

l$105,078.721

I -

1$

13,887.82
12,421.40
12,809.58 !
10,911.861
6,038.181
16,259.971

-

-

;

!

l$38,687.60
I

0
\.N
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Table 18. Instructional Support--Unique
Administrative Allocation
I'osition
Assistant Dean of Occupational Education
Salaries
Operating expenses
Capital outlay

$14,043.52
9.84
0

Allocation Ratio
Day
Evening

.50
.50

X
X

$14,053.36 = $7~026.68
$15,053.36- $7,026.68

$14,053.36

"l 05

Table 19. Instructional Support, Divisional
Allocation--Assistant Dean of Occupational Education

====

=-============-;============~===========r~=======--=·==

Division
Behavioral Sciences
Business
English
Fine and Applied Arts
Mathematics and
Engineering
Nursing
Physical Education
Social Scienc~;);:;
T.ecrmical- IToc;;·d;Jo:c.al.

Allocation
r.atio

.05
.40
.03

.05
.05

Amount of allocation

r-----------,---·-----·----Day

$

351.33
2,810.67
210.80
35'1. 33
351 • 33

Evening

$

351 . 33
2,810.67
210.80
351 . 33
351 • 33

.10
.04
.18

702.67
702.67
281 .07
1,264.80

702.67
702.67
281 .07
1,264.80

1 .00

$7,026.67

$7,026.67

• 10

-··--------·----------l,....-------r--------+--Totals..

Table 20.

•

•

Total Instructional Support--Center 3.0 (Day)

· · t
A.dmn1s

ra t•1ve
allocatlon

•

DlVlSlOn

•

(from Table 15)

I
'

I
1

I

(~e-m

·t s':;:rvlces
~. ,
u1HJ'DOI
I
m b'7)
! .troili ~a ..Le 1 ·
I

0

.

1

Behavioral Sciences

•

Busi~ess
Engl1sh ·
Fine and Applied Arts
Language and. Hu.mani ties
Life and Physical Sciences
Mathematics and Engineering
Nursing
Physical Education
Social Sciences

Techn~cal-Vocational
11 ota~

$

7,036.79

I

I

I

6,495.50
6 , 4 9 5. 50
5,954.21
3, 24 7. 75
8,119. 38
4,330.3.5
· 541.29
3,247.75
5,954.21
2,706.46

l

$54,129.19

I

1

j

I

I
j

I Assistant
n
f'
. .uean o.
I, OccupatHmal
. Education
I (from Table 19)

$ 13,887.82
12,421.40
12, 809 • 58
10,911.86
6, 038 ~ 18
16,259.97
8,151.51
1,236.38
5,578.13
12,177.01

I
I

1

I

5,606~88

$105,078.72

1

$

II
II

$7,026.67

:l

. .
To-cals

I
j

351.33
2,810.67
21 0. 80
351.33
0
0
351.33
702.67
702.67
281.07
1,264.80

.

$ 21,275.94

I
1

21,~27.571
,

1 9, :::> 1 5. 88 1
17,217.40
9, 285. 93 !
24,379.35
12,833.19l
2,480.341

I

I

9~528.55
j
1

18,412.29
9,578.14

j $166,234.58

1

0

0'1

Table 21.

Total Instructional Support--Center 3.0 (Evening)
'

i'

I ·-

Administre.ti
ve i Sv._poort servlces
~-.
11oca t.lon
a
(
f ""
rr
b
l
r, f rom Ta ble ~1 r::.J ;\ I .rom _a _._e 17 )

Division

1

0

Behavioral Sciences
Business'
English
Fine and Applied Arts
Language\and Hu.manities
Life and, Physical Sciences
Mathematics and Engineering
Nursing
Physical Education
Social Sciences
Technical-Vocational

$ 3,592.72
7,634.54
1 '796. 36
2,919.08
673.64
1 '34 7. 27
1 ' 122. 73
224.55
224.55
2,020.91
898.18

I
I

$ 6,239.46
13,456.53
3,004.72
4,902.44
1,150.14
2,429.65
1.912.13
201 . 28

$

I

I

$22,454.53

172~52

3,637.29
1 '581 . 44
$38,687.60

351 . 33
2,810.67
210.80
351 . 33
0
0
351 .33
702.67
702.67
281 . 07
1 '264. 80

.

Totals

Assistant
Dean of
Occupational
Education
(from Table 19)

I

- -

.

I

.

$7,026.67

!
I

Totals

I
I $10,183.51

I

I

23 • 901. 74
5 '011 . 88
8,172.85
1 '823. 78
3, 776.92

II
I
I

3' 386.191
1 '1 28. 50
1,099.74
5,939.27
3,744.42 I

1$68,168.80

0
---1
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Student Support Services
least Qelit~r 4.0[
As in Cost Center 3.0, Instructional Support Services,
administrative costs 1:1ere calculated, utilizing data from the
Organization Center Budget (Table 22), applying ratios
derived from information provided through intervievrs with
each administrator, and applying divisional ratios, arriving
at totals for the day of $131,637.21 and for the evening of

$34,172.64 (Tables 23, 24, 25, and 26)s
0

Through investigation, services available only during
the hours of 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. were separated and
enumerated (Table 27).
amounted to $218,646.44.

The total cost for these services
By applying the divisional day

ratio (Tabl8 5,D) to each amount, a total for each division
was calculated.

It was determined. by this investigator that

an equitable manner in which to allocate these costs would be
through a ratio of the number of credit hours which each
division reported.

Discussing the topic with representatives

of the services, each of the services replied that service.
was provided to all

stud~nts

and the only equitable way to

allocate would be through a ratio.
Two services were found ·1-rhich would fall into the
Student Support Center and were available to the evening students as well as to the day. students.
those of veterans and counseling.

The two services vrere

Interviews were held with

representatives from each of these offices, resulting in
ratios for day_ and evening (Table 28).

These v7ere applied to
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Table 22.

-------

p osition

Student Support--Administrative Totals, 4.0

-

-·Total

--

Dean of Student Personnel

Salaries
Operating expenses
Capital out .lay

$20,430.80
5,329.78
5 '890. 18

$ 31,650.76

$21 ,669.60
414.53
437.95

22,522.08

$ 3,540.05
4,240.91
0

7,780.96

-

Associate Dean of Special. Services

Salaries
Operating expenses
Capital outlay
A ssista.11t: Dean of Cotmseli.ng

and Adrnir:J,si.ons
:Sala.:-cie s
Operating expenses
Cap]_tal outlay

Assistant Dean of Student Activities

Salaries
Operating expenses
Capital outlay

$12,860.70
12.31
0

12,873.01

Assi.stant Dean of Admissions
and Records
Salaries
Operating expenses
Capital outlay

$88,652.90
3,330.14
0

91,983.04

Total

.

$166,809.85

Table 23.

Student Support, Administrative Salary--Day-Evening Allocations, 4.0

-

Salaries

Position
Dean of Student Persorillel

$ 20,430.80

Percentage-Evening

Pe.i~ct=:ntage--

Day

90

I

Salaries-Day

10

$

I Salaries-I
Evening

18,387.70

$ 2,043.10

21 '236. 20

433.40

3' 186.04

354.01

12,860.70

0

I

Associate Dean of Student.
Services
Assistant Dean of
Counseling
Assistant Dean of Student
Activities
Assistant Dean of
Admissions and Records
Totals

98

2

3,540.05

90

10

12,860.70

100

0

21 ,669.60

l

l
I
I

I

:

88,652.90
$147,154.05

66.7

I

33.3

59,131.40

29, 521 • 50

$11 4 '80 2. 04

$32' 352.01

I!
'

->.

0

Table 24.
Allocations, 4.0

Student Support, Administl'ati ve Operating Expendi t1.U'es--Day-Evening
--

----

-

--

.
Position

Operating
expenditures

Percentage

'

Operating
expenditures

Day

Evening

Day

Evenir..g

---

Dean of Student Personnel
Associa~e

Dean of Special Services

II

Assistant Dean of Counseling
Assistant Dean of Student Activities
Assistant Dean of Admissions
and Records
Totals

I

$

5,329.78

I 95

5

$ 5,063.29

80

20

331 .62

1

82.91

4,240.91

90

10

3,816.81

1

424. ·Jo

I

12. 31

I 100

12.31

1

o

I

414.53

3,330.14

I $13,327.67

I

I

I
I '
50

$

266.49

I

0

50

I
I

1 ,665.07

I 1 ,665.07

1

I$10,889.10 I$2,438.561

Table 25 ~
Allocations; 4.0
-~----------

-----

Position

Student Sv.pport, Administrative Capital Outlay--Day-Evening

-----------------

--

-----

-----

----

---

--

--

.

Capital outlay

I

Totals

_I
--------------------·

-

Percentage

Dean of 'Student Personnel
Associate Dean of Special Services
Assistant Dean of Counseling
Assistant Dean of Student Activities
I
Assistant Dean of Admissions
and Records
--------------------------

-

---

---------------

Day

Evening
5

0

95
80
N/A
N/A

0

N/A

$5,890.18
43'7.95
0

---

$6,328.13

I

10

i

I

Capital outlay
Day

j

Evening

$5,595.671$294.51
350.36
87.59
II N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
I

l

i $5, 946. 03

1

I

I

'

'

I

$382. 1o

__.,·
1\.)

Table 26.

Student Support Allocation to Divisions of Total Support Administrative Costs
I

Administrative
Day ratio
costs allocated
(from Table 5,D)
to day

Division
Behavioral Sciences
I
Business
English
Fine and Applied Arts
Language and Humanities
Life and Physical
Sciences
Mathematics and
Engineering
Nursing
Physical Education
I
Social Sciences

I

Tec~~~ical-Vocational

Totals

I

Evening ratio
(from Table 5,F)

• 13
. 12
• 12
• 11
.06
• 15

$ 17,112.84

1 5' 796.4 7
15,796.47
14,480.09
7,898.23
19,745.58

. 16
.34
.08
• 13
.03
.06

.08

10,530.98

.05

.01
.06
• 11
.05

1,316.37
7,898.23
14,480.09
6 '581 • 86

.01
• 01
.09
.04

1.00

$131 ,637.21

!1 Admlnlsura~lve
. . .... . .

j costs allocated
to evening

$
I

I

5~627.62

11,958.69
2,813.81
4,572.44
1,055.18
21 11 0. 36

I

I
I
I

I

1 '758. 63
'

0

I

I

1.00

351 • 73
351 • 73
31165.54
1 '406. 91

I

$35,172.64
'-----

'-"

Table 27.

Student Services*--Student Support, 4.0

Division
Behavioral
·Sciences
Business
English
Fine and
Applied Arts
Language and
Humanities
Life and Phys·ical Sciences
Mathematics and
Engineering
Nursing
Physical
Education
Social Sciences
TechnicalVocational
Totals

4,354.4311 2,845.97!$ 28,424.03
6,542.70
6,542.70

• 12

• 12

5,997.48,
3,271 ~351

• 11

.06

6,236.731
3,401.851

2,627.05
2,627.05

26,237.571'
26,237.57

3~684.52

2 '408. 1 3!·

24,051.121I
13, 118.78 I

2,009.741
.
I . 1 ,313.52,
I

. 8' 178.381

• 15

8, 504 ··361

.I

4,019.47
4,019.47·

7,805.81

5,024.34

i

I

3.283.81
Ii 32,796.97
.

I
1

I

J

.08

4 '361 .80

4,535.80

4,163.101

2,679.64,

1 '7 51 . 361

. 01
.06

545.231
3,271.351

566.981
3,401.851

520.39
3,122.32

334.961
2,009.74

218.91 1
1,313.521

!

5,997~461

6,236.~31

1

2,726.11

2,834.c9

5,724.26
2,601.94

3,684.521
1,674.791

2,408.131
1,094.60

.1~
.0?

!I

.I

1 .oo

I

I

!'

I

I

17.491 . 70

2, 186.46
13' 118.78

1

I

i

I

24,051.12 I
10,932.33

!$54,522.50I$56,697.54jS52,038.731$33,495.62,$21 ,892.05,$218,646.44

*Services are available solely from 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

I

I
..;:::.

11 5

Table 28.

-·

Student Services--Student Support, 4.0
---:

-~-

.Y~rans §~vic.§_

Salaries
Operating expenses
Capital outlay
Time e,!P.ended
Day
Evening
Totals
pouns~.:.Jlng g,_:;_~1

Totals

Operating
expenditures

$50,609.48

Ca pi.Ji.§l.l outlay

.69
. 31

$20,510.49
9,214.86

$6,610.42
2,969.91

~

1.00

$29,725.35

$9,580.33

$11 , 303.80

A1;,1lissions
Salaries
Operating expenses
Capital outlay
Time expended

Day
Evening

$29,725.35
9,580.33
11 ,303.80

$207,860.59
510.75
0

Operating
expenditures

.95
.05

$200,411 . 36
7,449.23

$485.21
25.54

1.00

$207,860.59

$510.75

7,799.62
3' 504. 18

$208,371.34.

11 6
cost figures for spring, 1974, taken from the Organization
Center Budget, resulting in a total day cost of $235,810.10
and a total for the evening of $23,163.72 (Table 29).
A sum of adminis·trative costs for student support,
student services-avaiJ.able only during the day hours, and
veterans and counseling resulted in a figure for the Student
Support Servj_ces Cost Center (4.0-Day) of $586,093.75
o~able

30).
A Bum of administrative costs for student support,

and veterans and counseling resulted in a figure for the
Student Support Services Cost Center (4.0-Evening) of
$58,336.36 {Table 31 ).

From the Organization Center Budget executive administrative costs for spring were calculated and totaled
$11 7, 175.48 (11able 32) •

Upon applying the ratios specified,

by the administrators through the interview process, the
total for day resulted in an amount totaling $84.441 .24 and
for the evening an amount totaling $17,785.36 (Table 33).
Divisional costs were calculated. through the multiplication
of credit hour ratios for day and evening (Table 5, D and F)
.and totals for day and evening (Table 34).

Table 29 •. Distribution of Veterans Service and Counseling--Student Support
Services, 4.0

Division

I

(A)

Day ratio
~(~rom Table 5,D)

(A

Evening ratio
(from Table 5,F)

\""'"[~)

,r
..4.

.I.

~.J...J

!

• 16
.34
.08
• 13

28,297.21
28,297.21
25,939.11

.

1 it 1 .1.8 ;::: 1
i

'

'

I

.., ~

I

18,864.81

Totals

' _j

.:::::;,:739.11
11 '790. 51

• 11

.05
1.00

$

235,810.10

I

694. 91

I

I

1 ~ 389.82
I

Ii

• 01

I
I

_1

$

I

.05

2' 358. 10 .

I

.03

II

3,706.20
7,875.66
1 '853. 1 0
3,011.28

I

.06

35 '371 • 52

I

I

\C X I:D)

-

$ ...;V,\...·J_
~(\ t::~s ._;
'Z·1

uOClal ScJ.ences
Technical-Vocational;

(D)
Amounts allocated
toI evening
,

(C)

(B)

Amounts allocated
to day

.09
.04
1.00

J
Il

1 ; 1 58. 1 9

II
I

231 • 64
231 • 64
.::::,084.73
926.55
$23,163.72

-.:]

Table 30.

Student Support Services, A:Llocation of Total Amounts--Day, 4. 0

I Student
serv- I V t
student
e erans . and [ Total
.
lCes unlque
suppor"
1
I to day
counse lng
services--day
,----~~---

Administrative

Division
Behavioral Sciences
Business
English
Fine and Applied Arts
Language and Humanities
Life and Physical Sciences
Mathematics and Engineering
Nursing
Physical Education
Social Sciences
· Technical-Vocational
Totals

costs f or s t :udent support

$17,112.84
1 5' 796.47
15,796.47
14,480.09
7,898.23
19,745.58
10,530.98
1,316.37
7,898.23
14,480.09
6' 581 • 86
$131,637.21

·

.

+

1

1

$28,424.03
26,237.57
26,237.57
I
24,051.12
1 3' 118.78
32,796.97
1 7 '491 . 70
2' 186.4 7
13' 11 8. 78
24,051. '12
10,932.33

$76,192.18
70,331.25
70,331 .25
64,470.32
35' 16 5. 62
87,914.07
46,887.49
5,860.94
35,165.61
64,470.32
29,304.70
I

I $235,81o.1o

$586,093.75

I

$218,646.44

I

$30,655.31
28,297 .2·1
28,297.21
25,939.11
"14' 148.61
35,371.52
18,864.81
2,358.10
14' 148. 60
25,939.11
11,790.5'!

I

I
I

I

CD

Table 31.

Student Support Servicel:), Allocation of Total Amounts--Evening, 4.0
Admi.ni strati ve

Division

cost 8

~fo1~

tu-

£J

dent support
Behavioral Sciences
Business
English
Fine and Applied Arts
Language and Humanities
Life and Physical Sciences
Mathematics and Engineering
Nursing
Physical Education
Sociq.l Sciences
Tec~~ical-Vocational

Totals

-

$ 5,627.62
11 '958. 69
2,813.81
4,572.44
1 ~055.18
2' 11 0. 36
1,758.63
351 • 73
351.73
3,165.54
1-,406.91
$35,172.64

-----

I

Veterans and
counseling

I

I

I

-

$ 3,706.20
7,875.66
1,853.10
3,011.28
694.91
1 '389 .82
1 '1 58. 19
231 .64
231 .64
2,084.73
926.55
$23,163.72

L ______o

_

_

_______

Total student
support services--evening
$ 9,333.82

19,834.35
4,666.91
7,583.72
1 '750.09
3' 500.18
2,916.82
583.37
583.37
5,250.27
2,333.46

I

I

I

$58,336.36

\.0

Table 32.

General Support, 5.0

Position or type of expenditure
College President

Dean of Administration

Communications

Assistant Superintendent/Business

Assistant Dean of Research

Classification

Amount of
expenditure

SalA,rie('l
Operating expenses
Capital outlay

$21,379.10
1,619.28

Salaries
Operating expenses
Capital outlay

$48,294.00
4,921.65
4 '627. 10

Salaries
Operating expenses
Capital outlay

$20~480.70

Salaries
Operating expenses
Capital outlay

$

Salaries
Operating expenses
Capital outlay

I

Total
· expenditure

I

s

o

22,998. 38

I

1
1

57~ 842.75

I

1

o

1 '248 .42
. 0
$14,348.80
_ .. -- 1 52.21
21 . 29

I

I

82.93
0

I

I

I

I

I

20,563,63

I

I

I
I

I

1 , 248.42

I
I

I
I

14, 522.30

i
1
I

Total

$ ·11 1 ~ 1 75.48 1
1\)

0

Table 33.

General Support, 5.0---Sepa:cation into Day and Evening Categories
!

i

Division

'Total amount to
be allocated

~--R;tio-;;-1;'1
applied
Day Evening

1

I

Ass{stant Superintendent/ I
Business
College President
Dean of Administration

-I

Assistant Dean of Research!
0ommunications
Totals

$

. 733 I .267

1 ,248.42

I . 1o

22,998.38

.25

57,842.75

.90 I • ·1 o

14,522.30

• 733 ! .267

20,563.63
$117~175.48

Amount
aay

I
i

'

I

I

$

915.09

333.33
2,299.83

52,058.48

5,784.27

10,644.85

I

3,877.45

I

$84,441.24

I

i $

5,749.57

I ---- - --- -- l

I

evening

1

151073.25

267

Amount

all~cated-- I allocated--

I

1 .

l

5,490.48

i $17,785.36

L

f\:J

Table 34.

General Support, 5.0--AJ_location of Expenditures.to Divisions
[

Division

.
Behavioral Sciences
Business
English
Fine and Applied Arts
Language and Humanities
Life and Physical Sciences
Mathematics and
Engineering
Nursing
~hysical Education
Social Sciences
Technical-Vocational
/

Totals

I Ge:r:eral
supoort ·
.. +
t d
'

I

.

rat o
I Day
(from
I,
Table 5,D) I ·co

I

1

.13
.12

'"
1 ••
a_._J...oca
e
-. . .

UOS coS

Ql~~-_:lons--

.I
~~
---~;-I

10,132.95
10' 1 32. 95
o"'~'--(.).
')w8 54

Evening
ratio (from
Table 5 ,F)

5,066.47
12,666.19
6,755.30

.05

844.41
5,066.47
9,288.54
4,222.06

. 01
• 01
.09
.04

1 • 00

$84,441.24

1 • 00

• 11

.06
• 15
.08
• 01
.06
• 11

II
I

.,

$ 2,845.66

• 16

.34
.08
• 13
.03
.06
.05

• 12

General S"J.pport
costs alJocated
to d::Lvisions-evening

1

II

I
I
1

I

6, o4 7. oo
1 .422.86
.
2,312.1o
533.56
1 , o6 7. 1 2
889.28
177.85
177.85
1,600.68
711 • 41
$17,785.36

['\)
['\)
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Plant and Maintenance
-IQost Ce~~te1: 6.0)
In order to aJ.locate plant and maintenance costs, the
total room utilization for day and evening had to be calcul.ated.

A computer listing of square footage for each room

was available from the Los Rios Community College District
Office.

The Associate Dean of Instruction for American River

College provided a listing of the rooms which were allocated
to each division for day classes.

Evening classroom utili-

zation was available through the evening col1ege·office.
Ratios were calculated by dividing individual division room
totals by total room availability (Tables 35 and 36).
Costs for buildings e,nd grounds, taken from the Organizat]_c.)n Center Bu.d.get, totaled $228,339.24 .. By applying room
utilization ratios to total costs, divisional totals ·were
calculated, resulting in a day cost of $181,233.00 and an
evening cost of $47,106.24 (Table 37).
Campus support service totals were taken from the
Organization Center Budget, with divisional totals calculated
by multiplying the ratio of credit hours for each division
(Table 5 ,B).

The totals are reported in TabJ.e 38 and are

entitled "Amount Allocated to the Di.vision."

By multiplying

the percentage of day and evening credit hours (Table 5, G
and H) by the divisional totals, amounts for day and evening
resulted in totals of $32,355.54 for the day and $11 ,84'7.88
for the evening.

Table 35.

Plant and Maintenance,

Division

rI

---·----~"'

otal
square
.a·_ ·la,
l ·t-. footage
,..., 1.
av 1 ,.o e. . u e,. . c.1

!

o.lVlSlon

.

Behavioral Sciences
Business
English
Fine and Applied Arts
Language and Humanities
Life and Physical Sciences
Mathematics and
Engineering
Nursing
Physical Education
Social Sciences
Technical-Vocational

Day
8,821
12,630
17,247
17,886
7' 192
31 '466
13,749
3,197
1 '51 2
9,302
22,284

I

. .

6.0~-Room

Utilization
~

rn t
.. :o

,
a.1..-. .Llours
of
t.
~ .
t.
u-1~1za 1on

j!

1
\

.

To t a.1..·· square .~.. oo .Jage
k ava1· l a bl e
per wee.;:>

..;..

1

-~----~--------~-----------.----------

Evening___
8,065
20,026
9,o21
'i2,868
5,703
16,443

j

Day I Evening

I

I

562
650

1 '070

264
345.
219
228
1s2
288

!
I

83411
482.

5,329

958

144

774
756
4,720
16,852

114
100
510
550

24
48
168
168

j1~055

i

I

Day

Evening

4,957,4oo
212,916
8,908,500 6,908,970
118,195,585 1~976,910
114,916,900 12~933,900
3,466,540 1 ,o94,97o

I

.

I
I
I

133,668,60014,735,580
113,171,500 7,673,760
3,644,580
151,200
d,744,020
12,256,200

I

18,576
36,288
792,600
2,311,300.

f\.)

_;::,.,
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Table 36.

Plant and Maintenance, 6. 0·--Room Allocation

Ratios
·1·lza t 10
· n
11t 1
(1n thousands)

Wee.k] ~

Division

I

Allocation ratio

+-------..-----'--+-----...,..__;_.-_,__,.__, -

-----------------~--r----D_a_Y___r-E_v__e~n_i_n_g~-r·---Da_y_·_,l___E,_v~ening
Behavioral Sciences
Business
English
Fi.ne and. Applied. Arts
Language and
Humanities
Life and Physical
Sciences
Mathematics and
Engineering
.N"u.:rs i ng

Physi.cal E"duca.tion
Social Sciences
Technical-Vocational
Totals

4,957.4
8,209.5
18,195.6
14,916.9
3,466.5

t

2,129.1
6,909.0
1,976.9
2,933.9
1,095.0

.034
.056
.123·
.100
.02

33,668.61 4,735.6

.229

.032

13,171.5

7,673.8

.089

.052

3,644.6

18.5
36.3
792.6
2,311.3

.025
. 001
.032
.083

.0001
.0002
.005
.016

117,242.0 30,612.0

.792

.2063

1 51 • 2

4,744.0
12,256.2

.014
.047
.013
.020
.007

Table 37. Plant and Maintenance, 6.0--Allocation of Buildings and
Expenditures to Divisions

Div·ision

I

Behavioral Sciences
Business
English
Fine and Applied Arts
Language and Humanities
· Life and Physical Sciences
Mathematics and Engineering
Nursing
Physical-Education
Social Sciences
Technical-Vocati.onal
Totals
Total Cost:

·j

Day
!costs to be
allocation , allocated-rat:Lo
day
II

. 0 34
.056
.123

I

'

$

'

-.-,

7

7? 3 . ) c_
12,786.90
28,085.60.
I '

Gro~~ds

Evening
, Costs to be
allocation
allocated-:atio _
e~~n_ir1g___

!r___ ___

1____

'

I

0 '4
.047
.013
•

l

I
!'

.100

28,833.92

. ~2
.c.29 .
.089
.025
.001
.032

4' 566. 78
52,289.60
20,322.10
5,708.47 I
228.34 l
7,445.02 ,

.o32
.052
.0001
.0002
.005

.083

18,952.10

.016

I.

.2063*

I

.792*

.020

I

I
I

$181,233.00

.

lI

_I ___

----~-

.007
I

I

______c_ _ _

$ 3 ' 1 9 0 • 74

I

10,731.90
2,968.40

I

4,566.78

1

1 ';98. 37
7,Jo6.84
11,873.60
22.83
45.67
1,141.69

i

I

3,653.42

I

$47,106.24

I

$181,233.00 + 47,106.24 = $228,339.24

*Total allocation ratios do not total 1 .00 due to the number of decimal places
and lack of rounding.
.

l'\)

0'.

Table 38.

Plant and Maintenance, 6.0-:-.Cam:pus Support Services

I Ratio

l

Am.m~~-~~-~

Day .

I

i

I

Division

Behavioral Sciences

.14

6,100.06!

.69

I$ 4,209.04

.31

$ 1 '891 . 02

Business

7,824.00!'
4,950.78 1

.48
.81

1
I

3,755.52
4,010.13

.52
.19

4,068.48

English

.18
.11

Fine and Applied Arts

.11

4,950.781

.69

'I

3,416.03

.31

Language and Humanities

.05

2,298.57:

.84

1,930.791·

.16

1 '534. 7 4
367.78

.87

4,960.94

.13

741.29

2' 542. 1 311

• 19

596.31

380 . 14
1
1,715.081

.

.o3

53.05

3,573.83
1,861.91

.23
.22

1 '067. 52
525. 1 6

Life and Physical
Sciences

I

Mathematj_cs and
Engineering

i

Nursing

. I

I

Physical Education
Social Sciences

• 11

Technical-Vocational

.05

Totals

1

1.00

F44_:~03.42j

•

81

. 86
.97

I

~

l$32,355.54j

14

I
I

--,

Cam:pus-.-1 Evening
Campus
support
di visio~l I alloc':lt. od !' di vis~on
su:ppo::t i di vi~ion
to total
to
ratlo
allocatlonl ratlo
allocat~on
(Table 5,Bj divisionj(Table 5,G)
to day
(Table 5,H) to evenlng
of

940.65

61 • 88 !
I

1$11 ,847~88

lI

J
[\)

--.:]
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Plarit and maintenance· totals iiere calcu1ated by
summing buildings and grounds costs to campus support.

The

resultant totals were $219,337.89 for day and $58,954.12 for
evening (Table 39).

The final total for the day category was calculated by
adding all of the day cost centers (1 .0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, and

6.0), with the resultant total of $3,472,817.87 (Table 40).
The final total for the

evenin._~

category was calcu-

lated by· adding a11 the evening cost centers ( 2. 0, 3. 0, 4. 0,

5.0, and 6.0), with the resultant total of $554,124.06
(Table 41).
The credit hour costs were cal.culated by dividing the
total. cot3ts for each category of day and evening by the total
credit hours for each respectively (Tables 42 and 43).

The

resultant total.s were $3,472,817.87 for total costs for all
centers for the day, 1vi th 102,266.8 total hours for the day.
This resulted in an average credit hour cost of $33.9585 for
the day·.
Total costs. for all centers for the evening arnour1tod
to $554,124.06, with tota.l credit hours for the evening
amounting to 37, ·1 93.

The resultant average cost per cred.i t

hour for the evening was $14.8986.
·--~-·---

------·-

Table 39.

Plant and Maintenance, 6.0--Total Allocation

iiOiim

-

lJay

I

l!ivenlng

T

I Building
Campus
I
su-o"!Jo~ct I
and grounds
(Table 37) (Table 38)

Division

.!.L

s

I

rts

I
II
Physical Educatlon
Social Sciences
Tec:b..nical-Vocational
Totals

l
1

$

.

7, 763.52 $ 4,209.04 $
12,786.90
3,755.52
28,085.60
4,010.13
.28,833.92
3,416.031
I
4,566.92
1,930.79

Total

I

'l'otal

.

I
I

•J1 ,972.56
$ 3,196.74 !$ 1,891.02 $ 5,087.16
.
16,542.42 10,731.90 1 4,068.48 14,800.38
32,095.73
3,909.05
2,968.40
940.65
6,101.52
4,566.78
1,534.74
32,249.95
367.78
6,497.57
1~598.37
1 , 966 . 1 5

I

4,960.94

57,250.541

7,306.84

20,322.10

2' 542. •j 31

22,864.23

11 ,873.60

380.141
1,715.081
3,573.831
1 ,861.9i

!

Building
Campus
.and grounds
support
!(Table 37) j(Table 38)

52,289.60

5,708.47
228.341
7,445.02
. 18,952.10

I

I

I

6,088.61 I
1,943.421
11,018.85
20,814.0lj

22.83
45.67
1 '141.69
3,653.42

lt86,982.35jl32,355.~4~$219,337.89j$47,106.24

741 .29

I
I

I

8,048.131

596.31 I 12,469.91 1

I

61 .88
53.05 1
1,067.52
525.16

84.71
98.72
2,209.21
4,178.58

I

111 ,847.88il58,954.12

1

f\.)

\.0

Table 40.

Final Totals, All Cost Centers--Day
-

------~---------

I

1.0

I

Division

4.0

3.0
Instructional

Direct
cost

suppor~

--

--

I
1

!
I

-----~-

General
support

st-,_pport

-----

----

6.0

5.0

f~tvJl.ent

-

---,
I

Total all
centers-day

I!maintenance
Plant and

I

-I

Behavioral
Sciences
Business
English
Fine and
Applied Arts
Language and
Humanities
Life and Physical Sciences
Wf,qf.hPmRt.i

<'!=<

$

I

225,594.30 $ 21,275.94- $
226,609.99
313,425.09
241 ~661 .63

21,727.57
19,515.88
17,217.401

163,077.20

9,285.931

350,980.62
?10_?R1 _no

P.r1il

iI

Physical
Education

213,081.221

~oc~a~ Sciences

~96,~4~.1~

J.ec~_.. v.uca]_.
Vocational

1e1

,::>12.1~

$10,977.36

76~192.18

70,331.25 10,132.95
70,331.25,10,132.95
64,470.32
9,288.54
35,-165.621

1

5~066.471

11 '972. 56

$

346,012.34

16,542.42
32,095.73
32,249.95

345 ~ 344.18
445,500.90
364,887.84

6,497.57

219,092.79

24,379~35

87,914.071 12,666.19

57,250.54

533,190.77

1?_R'l'l_1ol

46,887.491

6,755.30

22,864.23

308,621.30

844.41
5 '066. 4 71

6,088.61
1 '94 3. 42

1oo , 61 5 • 30
264,785.27

:1 ,0~8.85
.c:0,8,4.01

245,431.0)

I
9,528.55
1

18,4:2.~91
9,518.141

I

5,860.941
35,'165.61

•

I

~4,470.~2

9,~88.5~~

.:::9,304.

4,.::22.0ot

tO

I

I

Totals

$

1

i
1

I

~99,336.1~

1

I

I

'

$2,416,710.41l$166,234.58i$58.6,093.75 $84,441.24!$219,337.89

1

$3,472,817.87

1

\.N

0

Table 41.

Final Totals, All Cost Centers--Evening

I

2.0
Division

.

_

i

Direct
cost

I

1

I

1

i

3.0
.J...L.Li:>LILVll,.;-

t.
1
lonat__
suppor·

I

4.0

r -- - -- -.
i

I

Student
I; sunport
·-

I

-~--

------~------------------,

5.0

---+il--------!1

General
j suppor-t

~~~~~--~ll

I

,
1

1

1

------------------~----------+---~-~---~--------~---1

Behavioral Sciences
Business
English
Fine and Applied Arts
Language and
Humanities
Life and Physical
Sciences
Jl[athematics and
En.gineering
Nursing
Physical Education
Social Sciences
Teclh~ical-Vocational

Totals

$ 53,163.58 $10,183.511$ 9,333.82'$ 2,845.66

1

23,901.7~ 19,83!·35

95,161.30
. 57,023.66
27,822.96

!

I

5,011.8b!
8,172.85

4,66o.91
1
7,583.721

23,325.92
26.400.431

1,823.78
3,776.921

1 ,750.G9l

3,500.181

28,875.311

3,386.19!

2,916.821

I

'

2~31-.10

I

533.561
1,067.1211

3,~09.~5
6, .01.:::>2

1,966.15
8,048.13

889.28i 12,469.91

I
1

I
!

1~9,744-:7
~2,0~4.~6
:::>1 ,973.•5 _

29,399-50 I
42,792.781
48,537.51

5s3 • 3 7
583.37
5,250.27.
2,333.461

!

84 . 71
98.72
2,209.21
4,178.58

3,731.60
5,335.68
28,516.92
30,823.46

$350,879.42ls6s,16s.sol$58,336.36l$17,785.36l$58,954.12

1 .w 554~ 1 24 . Oo

1 , 7 57 • 1 7 1
3,376.ool
. 13,517.501
i
19,855.59!
1

l

1 ,42~.8b

1

~

'~099.741

5,939.271
3,744.42i

I

I
!.

j

1 , 128 • 5o

6,047.0~114,800.38

17 7 • 8 5
177.851
1:600.67
711.411

i <tt-

r

I
1
1
1

1

I

\.....,..:!
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Table 42.

Cost Per Credit Hour, All Centers-·- Day
Total

c~st al~

Division

cen·ers-- ay

r·

.

~~~s~~~~~t

--

-·

-I

CoE;t/credit
hour

Behavioral Sciences
$
Business
English
:B1 ine and Applied Arts
Language and
Humanities
Life and Physical.
Sciences
Mathematics and
Engineering ·

346,012.34
345' 344. 18
445,500.90
364,887.84
219,092.79

1 7.') ' _) 52
11,913
12 '604
10' 864 .
6' 149

533,190.77

15 '770

33.8103

308,621.30

8,004

38.5583

Nu..r·s ing

100,615.30
264,785.27
299,336.15
245,431.03

1,221.8
5' 565
11 ' 168
5' 656

82.3498
47.5804
26.8030

$3,472,817.87

102,266.8

-

Physical Education
Social Scien.ces
Technical-Vocational
Totals

7

$25,9146
28.9888
35.3459
33.5868
35.6305

Average cost for all centers (al;I. divisions)

245,431.03/102,266.8 = 33.9585.

43

=

0

39~)0 ~
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Table 43.

Cost Per Credit Hour, All Centers--

Evening
=========~-==~~======~==-========~=-====~=======~-~-

Total cost
Total
all cente~s credit
--evening hours-··evening

Division
Behavioral Sciences
Business
English
Fine and Applied Arts
Language and Humanities
Life and Physical Sciences
f.Tathematics and Engineering
Nt.n·sing
Phy;:1ical

$ 81 ,214.33
159,744.77
72,034.36
51,993.15
29,399.50
42,792.78
48~537.51

.60
5,335.68
28,516.92
30,823.46
3~7)1

}'~dueatio~

Social Sciences
Technical-Vocational
Totals

--

$554,124.06

Cost/credit
hour~evening

5,955 \ $1 3. 6380
12.5060
12' 773
2,964
24.3030
4,806
10.8183
25.9026
1 '1 35
2,285
18.7276
25.3327
1 '916
201
'18. 5651
15'!
35.3356
8.4121
3,390
19.0620
1 '61 7
.
·----37,193

Average cost for all centers (all divisions)
=

554,124.06/37,193

=

14.8986.
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ANALYSIS OF THE HYPOTHESIS
Null Jix.P.othesis
H :
0

There is no significant difference between student
credit hour costs of similar courses taught both in
the day and evening college categories.
Data for this hypothesis are tabulated in Table 44.

Table 44. Summary Table: Null Hypothesis (H 0 ),
Day vs. Evening Credit Costs--m.rect Costs
~=======F===r====~======~================~rr=======T=======~

Group

N.

Total
credit hour
costs/div.
( 2:0)

Sum ?f squar~s for 1. Degrees
credlt hour costs 1 of
for each division lfre dom
1
z::; (C) 2
e

J

F

----·-+·---+------------+-----·--~-------__1_----.---T-------~
Day

11

$ 31 6 • 9953

$1 1 , 392 • 973 9

_E_v_e_n_i_n._g--'--1-·J___:...!~-_$ 13,6__• _o4_s_-_3_~-----$_2__
, 06 6 • 5_93_2__

10

11. 2 6 6 9

I

____1_o_____..______,...-:J

A critical region of 4.35 was established3 and a1zy
value of F, the statistic used in testing the hypothesis,
which was equal to or greater than ·4.35 would be considered
to be significant.
The results of this statistical procedure revealed
that there is a significant difference, at the .05 level,
between the day and evening college credit hour direct costs.

3Audrey Haber and Richard Runyon, General Statistics
(2d eel.; Reading, lVIassachusetts: Addison-Wesley Puhlj_shing
Company, 1973), pp. 342-43.
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Table 45.

Summary Table:

Null Hypothec~is (H 0 ),

Da;y vs. Evening Credit Hour Costs--Full Cost (.All Cost

Centers)

-=============================-=.===================
Group

N

Total
credit hour
costs/div.
(ZC)

Sum of squares for

credit hour costs
for each division
L:(C)2

Degrees

fr~!dom

F

·-------·---

Day

.11

$431.9614

$19,435.4868

10

Evening

11

$212.6030

$ 4,740.8705

10

14.0905

A critical region of 4. 35 was estabJ.ished{:!- and any
v-alue ofF, the statistic used in testing the hypothesis,
which was equal to or greater than

LJr.

35 would be considered

to be significant.
The results of this statistical procedure revealed
that there is a significant difference, at the .05 level,
bet'<~·een

the day and evening oollege credit hour costs for the

total (all cost centers) or full cost figures.
TESTING THE ASSUMPTIONS
The assumption stated in Chapter

·1

was that a large

percentage of the evening college students fal.l into the cat-egory. of "defined adult."
intervieH instrument.

This assumption was tested by the

While testing the assumption vras not

critical to the task of cost comparison, it does add credibility to the study in whj_ch the basic tenet relates to the
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grcrwing need to examine the evening college and those 1-vho
attend.
.

~

r,rom _Amer~_g_9_,_:g River Fol~:; the percentage of "defined
adult 11 students attending the evening college was ascertained
to be 83, 1·ri th the other 17 per cent in the "other than
defined adult li category.

11he results of the survey instru-

ment revGaJ.ed the fact that

~456

of .. t,pe instructional staff

(21 of 46) knevr aprroximately what percentage of the students
were in the "defined adult" category; however, no one felt
he differentiated between one group and the other in t1w
manner of presenta.tion, preparation, or examination.
be noted. in the "unstructured responses,

conceTT:.

t~rw.t

11

As v.ril1

however, there 1-vas

t1·1e. reqv.irements ·in the evening ·were not so

stringent s.s :Ln the day.
iJ:lhe q1Aestion of whether there should be a differer1ce

between the state's financial support of the"defined adult"
and of.

11

other than defined adult" is dealt 1-vith in Table 46..

The question of state apportionment of funds and ttle mmmer
of apportionment was asked of all respondents excepting the
classified employees.

Responses are listed in Table

47.

R~~orting

the Un§tr~
tured Hesponses
Part V of the interview instrument solicited unstruc-

tured responses from the interviewee reg<?-rding the evening

5American River Folk, Report to the Dean of Student
Person:o.el (Sacramento, California: American River College,
Spring, 1974)!
·
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Table 46. Agreement of Respondents with the .Difference Betweenthe State of California's Financial Support of
the "Defined Adult" and the "Other 'l'han Defined Adult"

-

.___..:,....

Yes
Pos ition

#·

No

% #

··- -·
10 90 .9

0

0

Administrator

1

9. 1

Div is ion Chairperson

2

18.18

5

45 .4

4

36

Dep artmer-t Chs.i:cperson

2

15.38

11

84 .6

0

0

Day Instructo:r

1

12.5

50

3

37.5

46 • 6

5

·53. 3

I

50

2

20

I

Eve ning Instruct0r
Day /Evening Instructor

I

3

I 20

4

7

:~ I 30 . _ l 5

Totals____._______...._1_2_._ 17. 6 5

1

I

1_42 ...__-6_1~·=7_6__._·~_4___,__~~
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Table 4 7.
Statistics

--

-

·--

-

Al ternati.ve Support Apportionment
-

Posit~on

Weekly
student
contact
hours

-A~erage
d 'l

al y
attendance

IF ll-t
..
1me
. l t
U

equlva en

No
idea

-

0

Administrator

5

4

2

0

Division Chairperson

5

2

2

2

Department
Cha.irpe rt? on

6

1

4

2

Day Instructor

3

2

0

3

Evening Instructor

4

3

1

4

Day/Eve.ning
Instructor

4

3

1

3

27

15

10

14

Totals
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college and the "defined adult."· This section added considerably· to the base of knowledge of the investigator and 1-ras a

valuable part of the study.

The findings of this portion of

the instrument are organized into six subsections. ·.Each subsection J.ists the relevant observations of the groups intervie1ved.

Responses which are preceded by an asterisk may be

considered unique in that only one respondent reported this .
point of v.ie·w.
Administrators' Unstruc-· j;ure d He s~p or1s e §.
Each of the administrators interviev;ed expressed concern for the qnality of the evening student and the trend
towa:r·d
1.

~Ul

e·ver-increasing percentage of evening students.

Ev~ning

students don't receive the same support services

that thf.: day receives.

Audiovisual, student help, and

student aides are not available for the evening student.
2. The defined adult is a discriminatory practice and is
not equitable.

3. There has been a move recently to improve the services
rendered to the evening student.

Registration by mail

is not available to the day student but is available to
the evening student.

4. Evening college has been a "money--making'' proposition--it
behooves the college to provide services; services in
the evening should be brought up to the day; few coun·seling, ·support services for the evening student.
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*5.

~~he

co'st of education should be identified and the State

of California should pay 1/3, the district 1/3, and the
student should pay 1/3 through tuition.
6. As the number of students in the evening increases,
there is pressure to provide more services.

7. We do not believe in an arbitrary dividing line which
separates; vle are all striving toward betterment of
society--w·hy should a person be penalized for being over·
age 21 and not having the time to pursue a minimuJn of 10
clock hours of credit?
8. The future growth of the community college is in the
evening college; as society becomes more technical, the
Hdefi.ned

a.CJu~t

11

category wi11 diminish.

9. Ser1rices nrovided adults are as expensive as those
offered. anyone else.
The rnaj ori ty of the administrators intervievmd
realized the lack of services provided in the evening a.nd
noted the importance of the evening college as an area of
grow·th in the future.

The "defined adult" category is con-

sidered as discriminatory and tuition is considered a

11

double

tax. 11
Division Chairpersons
The responses of the division chairpersons were as
follows:
1 • Administration for evening is "little for many" at

night; the evening college instructor-should have the
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same support and should be pa:i.d the same.

2. The college doesn't put enough money into the evening
college; the evening college is the "stepchild" and more
serv.ices should be provided the student.

3. The student v.rho attends at night may be representative
of the population of students we are to receive in the
future but we don't know enough about him (her) and
should study to ascertain neerls, interests, and growth
patterns •

. 4. Evening "off-campus" instructors don't have the same
level of support; no one in the office, no access to
supplies or office help.

5. Evening students are less dependent, require less coun· selj_ng; the program runs smoothly with less supervision.

'This section has reported the respon6es of the
division chairpersons, who feel that the evening student is a
growing factor in the muubers of. enrolled students.

\'fhile

the services are not so great, there is a question as to

whether there is the same need in the evening as in the day
since the majority of the students are older and less
dependent.
Departmen,:G Chair12ersons/
Coordinators
Thirteen department chairpersons and coordinators were
interviewed, providing good coverage of the concerns of this
group.
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1. The "defined adult" category is unfair; if we are going
to edu.cate the public, we should not discriminate.
2~

Evening college offers no health services, no special;ized physical education program, little counseling, no
programs for the handicapped.

3. Evening students are older, more mature, and seem to
require fewer services.

*4. After two years the student should be required to pay
the

~ntire

cost of education.

5. Classroom experience given to the evening student is not
comparable to the day; the instructor is not so
accessible to the student.
The recurring concerns of discrimi.nation, lack of
services, a.nd the independence of the ·evening student are
enunci10.ted.

.But there is concern on the part of one chair-

person that the evening student is "taking advantage" of the
college, the taxpayer, and the State of California.
Instructors (Day Only)
:A smaller number of instructors who do not teach at

night were intervie·wed.

1'lhile their concerns were much the

same as those of administrators and chairpersons, they vrere
not so great.
1 • Community college education should be available to ·all
1vho want it.

The "defined adult" category is arbitrary

and discriminates against the older student.
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*2. Adults should pay their·awn way.

3. There appears to be an administrator imbalance at night;
student enrollment at night has increased but the administration has nDt increased proporti6nately.

4. "Defined adults" are taxpayers and should receive the
same benefits as the other students.
Instructors ("Off-campus ',1
The following comments are those of the "off-campus"
instructor, who teaches only at night and has very little
contact with the college during the day.
1 • There should be no discrimination of services for the
evening; the evening faculty feel like "second class
oitiz.ens~"

2. Services received are good; depends a lot on the supervisor and the manner in which he works with the evening
instructor.

3. Don't know what problems the evening students have; I
don't really get to know them that wel.l.

4. Students get less at night b.ecause they get less of
their teachers.
~hs

Day students use library more because

instructors realize the limitation on the students;

liaison instructor with part-time instructor is
extremely important.

5. Eaoh-adult student should "pay his own way."
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Insjructors (Night/PaYl
The foll.mving comments were made by those instructors
interviewed who teach both in the day and in the evening.
1. 'There should be health, audiovisual, better counseling
at night; physical education is very poor at night.
2. Many of the evening students do not knov.r what is available to day students so they don't miss it.

3. Administrators at night appear to

be more efficient.

4. As a. day j_nstructor, I have all of the servl.ces which I
need because they are available during the day and can
be ordered ahead of time.

5. Part-tjme student generally is working and should not be
penalized.
.rhe i.nstructor

1

wr~o

teaches both day and evening real-

izes the lack of servicPs bt-..t does not seem to miss them
since he can get them during the day.
COMPARISON OF THE "DEFINED .ADULT" AND
"OTHER THAN DEFINED ADULT"

In comparing the costs of the categories of "defined
adult" and "other than defined adult," it is helpful to analyze the composition uf·i;he ·day and evening student group in
order to asses:3 the relation of the tv.ro groups to total
costs.
The following data describe the student population and
have been developed through information provided in American
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Riv~:...~Joll.£ 6 and interviews wj:th members of the administrative
staff of Los Rios Community College District.
1. Composition of the day student

body~

Defined adult

14 per cent

Other than defined adult

86 per oent

· 2. Composition of the evening studr:mt body:
Defined adult

83 per cent

Other than defined adult

17 per cent

3. Average number of units pursued by each class of enrollment (fourth i-Teek enrollment):
Defined adult

6. 8

Other than defined adult

15.5

The educational financial foundation program supported
by Ca.lj_forn:La. allor;ates support through the use of the FullTime Equivalent count.

The major1ty of the "defined adults"

are attending the evening college (83%) pursuing 6.8 college.
hours .per student.

The use of the following formula the

number of persons required for one full-time equivalent can
be calculated:
FTE -- CP

.....

Me

:b'ull-time equivalent
-- Number of credit hours for payment
Average number of credit hours pursued by the
classj_fication of enrollment
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For the classification of "defi.ned adult" the number
of persons required would be the
2.2

= 15

follo~r-ring:

+ 6.8
wo~ld

Hence, 2.2 persons in attendance

be required to receive

one unit of .FTB support.
]'or the classification of "other than def.i.ned adult"
the number of persons required would be the following:
~

.97 = 15
Hence,

15.5

+

.97 persons in attendance would be required to receive

one unit of FTE support.
Respons.es under the "unstructured responses" of this
study indicated that a number of instructors and adminiS·trators noted. that the "defined ad.uJ.t 11 requires as much, in
some cases more, time per cap1ta.

This is especiall.y appar-

ent in the personal service areas such as admissions and
records, counseling, and financial aj_d (Hhen available) .
From the standpoint of equity of tj_me, it would appear that
there is a lack of equality of financtal support behveen the
<lnvo groups.
In calculating costs for the two enrollment classifications of "defined adult" and "other than defined adult,"
the cost figures which have been
compare financial support from

develop~d

-~l1e

expenditures for day and evening.

can be utilized to

state in relation to
By mult:Lplying the number

of credj_t hours required for one full-time equivalent
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enrollment (15) by the cost for a credit hour in each of the
categories of day college and evening college, the total of

$509.38 for a full-time equivalent student in the day college, and $223.48 for the evening, is calculated.

15

X

33.9585

= 509.38

(Credit hours for one FTE.x cost per credit hours for the
day)

15

X

14.8986 = 223.48

(CrE:Jdit
hours for one FTR x cost per credit hours for the
.
evem.ng)

.

\

Upon comparison with the foundation program of Cali.-fbrnia, a differential can be calculated which indicates the
difference

between the ratio of day and evening costs with

the ratio cf t}w financi.al support of California. ·
Ratio of the Day Cost to the Evening == Cost per FTE (Day)
~ Cost per FTE (Evening)
2.29 = 509.38 + 223.48
Foundation Ratio == Support per FTE (Other than Defi:r1ed
Adult) 7 Support per FTE (Defined Adult)

1.84 == 1022

7

556

These figures tndicate that ratios and cost figures
for cl?-rrent expenditures yield a very slight differential

.when compared.

Expenditures on the day and evening colleges

show an amazing proximity to the amounts T.vhich are provided
by the State of California, when compared on a ratio base,

.

with the evening college with a large percentage of "defined
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ad.ults" rece5.ving sj_gnificantly less service and financial
support.
SUJVllVIARY

In Chapter 4, the survey instrument described in Chapter 3 1-vas utilized in surveying administrators,

instructors~

and classified personnel in order to establish allocation
ratios for divisional distrlbution of costs of time, operating
cost, and expenditures on. capital equipment.
A modification of the Program Classification Structure
was applied to the community college studied, and comparisons
of day and evening costs were made.

The costs studied were

di.reet ( COEJt center 1 • 0 versus 2. 0) , and total cost or "full
co8t" (cost centers 1 .0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, and 6.0 for the day
versus 2.0, :3.0, 4.0, 5.0, and 6.0 for the evening).
In testing the hypothesis, it was found tbat at a significance level of • 05 there was significant di.fference
between day and evening costs in both direct

Emd

full com-

parisons, with evening cost Jess.
Unstructured responses ind'i.cated that less services
were pi·ovided in the evening and that the "defined adult"
category of enrollment was considered inequitable; however,
an examination of the costs of the day college in relation to
. the evenin..g did not reveal a significant differential bet1veen
ratios of costs o;f day to evening when compared to the
financing of the State of California for "defined adult" and

/
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"other than defined adult."

The college appears to provide

the same ratio of funds for the evening that the state
provides for the "defined adult."

Chapter 5·

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study was to utilize a modified
version of the Program Classification Structure developed by
Dr. Warren \1. Gulko in conjunction vri th the WGstern Interstate Commission on Higher Education OliCHE) as a basic
framework for identifying and 8,llocating day and evening
costs in a selected communi t;y· college.

To accomplish this

study, it was necessary to develop a survey instrument to
ascertain activity, supply, and equipment utilization ratios.
The study was designed to illfJet the following
ob,jectives~

1 • Provide a basic framevrork for identifying ccst centers
to be utilized for comparisons.
2. Provide a basis for allocation of costs for each cost
center to either the day college or the evening co]_lege.

3. Provide a basis for the calculation of a. per-credit-hour
cost for direct costs of day and evening instructional
centex·s by di v.ision.

4. Provide a basis for cost allocations of indirect costs to
day and evening instructional centers by division.

5. Provide a basis for calculation of per-credit-hour costs
for the total (full) costs of a college for day and
____...

evening.
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6. Provide· a basi.s for comparison of full cost averages per
credit hour costs for day and evening divisions.

7. Providea basis for a cost comparison of "defined adult"
an1l "otb.er than def.ined adult" classifications.
A survey of the lj_terature disclosed that the need for
a cost accounting system i.n the educational fie1d has been
recognized for many years; however, it has been only during
the past few· years, ·vJi th t1'1e phenomenal growth in· size and
comple.xi ty of the educat.ional establishment, that :an active
interest has developed in the application of cost accounting
to tbe community college.
Grovdng community college attendance in the evening
~,

has focused attention on the services provided, needs of students, and othe.r questione of the evening segment of the
cot.mtuni ty college .
In Chapter 2, cost accounting in education was traced
from a historical perspective progressing with a move from
"stewardship" of funds by post-secondary institutions to
today' s thrust for financial accountability· and a demand for
good accounting procedures and reporting.
An overvieiv. of studies in cost accounting and the com-·
munity college underscored the popularity of the credj_t hour
as a basic divisor for cost comparisons.
program budgeting emphasized the need
prog:r.am cost centers could be

A short section on

fo~

u~ilized,

a framework lvhereby

recognizing the work

performed by the Western Interstate Commission for Higher
Educati.on (WICHE) . · :P:cogram budgeting studies .were briefly
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reviewed

wi~h

the recommendation that additional work be

performed in educational PPBS.
In Chapter 3, the procedures of the research were
presented.

A modification of the Program Classification

Structure designed by Dr. Warren W. Gulko was utilized as the
basic structure in identifying costs related to the selected
college.

An interview j_nst:eument w-as the vehicle for deter-

mining from all admin:Lstrators 1 division chairpersons, secretaries, and randomly· selected instructors represertting day,
evening, and day-evening their time, supply, and equipment
utilization.

The interview also inquired into services pro--

vided the "defined adult, 11 including a section soliciting
unst.ructured re1:1ponses from the interviewees.
/
1

The primary

o'bjec.tiv~:. of the u.nstruct',..1.rE:d responses was to identify dif-

ferences between the day and evening service and support.
In Chapter 4, ratios for allocation of costs were presented, with total cost data for the spring, 1974, semester.
The

F-di::~tribution

was used as the statistical test to com--

pare the costs per credit hour for direct costs for each
division for the day and evening.

Upon the. addition of indi-

rect costs, comparJ.sons 'ivere made utilizing full cost data.
Results of the stati.stical test indicated a significant dif-'
ference between the costs in both comparisons (based on a
significance level of .05).
Unstructured responses indicated a difference between
administrative and instructional services provided the
evening college.

·"·

It ·was also noted that, ·to receive one uni.t
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of foundation support, 2.2 "defined. adults" were required,
whereas only • 97 "other tha:n defined adults" were required.
However, respondents to the questionnaire noted that the time
which eaeh of the "defined aduJ.ts" requires lrfhen service is
available is proportionately greater.
It was also found that the ratio between the cost of

15 units of credit hours costing $509.38, compared to $223.48
for the evening, was not greatly different from the founi

dation program ratio for the "defined adult" and the "other
than defined adult" ($1 ,022 to $556).
LIMI~·ATIONS

OF THE STUDY

1. It is helpful to be able to generalize the results of
research to areas, organizations, and procedures not
inelud-ed 1·ri thin the study itself.

Generalizabili ty, how-

ever, is dependent upon the selection of the sample and
sample size· in such a ·way that the sample is representative of the characteristics in the population of institutions, organizations and procedures that are included
in the inveL'rtigati.on.
While the 1.02 community colleges in the State of California have a numbEJr of factors in common, each is unique
and autonomous in operation within specified but broad
guidel.i;nes.

The college selected fo;r this study is simi-

lar to other

co.lleg~s

but there are factors which make it

U:.'1ique, so the process and mechanics of eost analysis
.,",

should be utilized as a model but not neces[.;arily the
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ooBt data results; therefore, extrapolation to· other col-leges is preeari.ous and might lead to incorrect conelusions.
2. In utiliz.:Lng the modified Program Classification Structure, effort was expended in calculating cost figures for
the spring 1 1974, semester.

Whil~

services and expendi-

tures do not change rapidly, only one semester -vras used
in this study and the limitation of possible instability

of the research results over long periods ingicates the
need for additional research to insure measures and cost
changes are included in cost figures if they are to be
used for comparative purposes.

3. 1'here have been studies to find surrogate measures of
..... ---·

effort but with little success.
for

s~;ud.y

There is a de,fini te need

of surrogates that have ·been tested in order to

include other measures of effort.

Through a survey

· instJ:·ument those interviewed. are frequently providing
information which is not well researched by the respondent but is instead. a

11

time and expenditures.

guesstimate" of the percentage of
A limitation of thi's study would

be the fact that the investigator relied upon the replies
of tr.te respondent.

The literature 11lculd suggest other

possibilities, such as diaries, but these are apparently
as difficult to substantiate since frequently it is found
that there is no ·such period a.s a typical week, especially with the administrative personnel.
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CONCLUSIONS
The primary objectives of this study were to utilize a
modification of the Program Classification Structure enabling
cost comparisons for direct and total costs for the day and
evenirJg college.
HYPOTIDlSIS:

~L'here

is no significant difference ( • 05

levf,;l of significanee) between the costs of student credit
hours of courses taught in both the day and evening
categori.es of enrollment.
The following resttlts were found:
1 • A modification of the Program Classification Structure
of the \'ie.stern Interstate Commission on Higher Education
ca.'.l be effectively utilized to compare costs of
day

aile~

ev\:m:'.ng college.

2. Based u.pon a i-t ailed comparison utilizing a • 05 l.evel of
significance, there is a significant difference

b(~tvreen

the cost per credit hour for cost centers representing
the direct cost of instruction for .day and. evening (cost
centers 1.0 and 2.0).

3. Based upon a 2-tailed comparison utilizing a .05 level of
significance, there is a significant difference between
the cost per credit hour for total costs composed of
direct and Jndirect costs (cost centers

·1 •

0 9 3. 0, 4. 0,

5.0, and 6.0 for the day and cost cehters 2.0, 3.0, 4.0,
5.0, and 6.0 for the evening) for day and evening.
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RECOlVIMENDATIONS :FOR }.'UHTHER STUDY
~Thile

financial accountabil.i ty is requested by all

segments of the community, there may be too great an emphasis
upon what a c:redit hour in a specific discipline costs without regard to the benefi.t to society from a given course or
courses.

For years the debate over benefits of higher edu-

cation has been

\~raged.

2.'he community coJ_lege is a. multi-

faceted institution which must maintain a balance of curriculum if it is to continue as a strong and viable member of
post-secondary education .•
There is a natural propensity to utilize available
data foT decision-making.

Recent studies in cost analysis

1vill make E3.vai.lable increasing numbers o:f figures sym.bolic:".tl.ly r-e::p:c'eGentat:i.ve of cuurse instead of examining the value
which the cou.rse provides.

While recent educational

deci sion~·making has a groi-ring reliance upon cost data, all
elementsof the educational structure must be continuously
examined, thereby insuring a balanced curriculum.

Cost data

should be used, but only as one of a number of criteria for
decision-making.
The educational society must perform service to the
entire community which it _has within its jurisdiction.

It

would appea:::- beneficial to both the educational establishment
and the community to educate the taxpayers so they will be
prepared to handle the criterion of costs as well as other
criteria.

Although_boards of education on'the community
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community eollege.

A study of the needs of the evening

Atudent would allow more insight into possible methods o:f
improvement of support and curriculum required.
2. It has been shown that the cost of evening credit hours
is less than the day.

The question of benefits ,to the

college by opening more evening classes becomes s.pparent.
Additional information pertinent to "economies of scale"
is required if colleges are to optimize offerings.

A

point of diminishing returns. may become apparent, 1tYi th an
optimum number of sections in each division discernible.
The-Fe may also be a point at which the evening college
takes from the day college and, as class sizes diminish,
the costs o:f day credit hours will continue to escalate.
Studies of projected enrollment patterns and reaeons
for enrollment. in evening

clas~es

are required for plan-

ni.ng curriculum and capital expenditures.

3. In the nunstructured responses" of this study, referrals
to the lack of administrative and instructional support
for the evenings were made.

In addition, vThen a.drni.nis-

trato:n; were questioned, they attributed very little of
their effort to the evening college.

'rhe question o:f

dependency, evening upon day, must be examined.

If no

classes were available during the day, would the evening
program continue to be as viable as .it presently appears
to be?

What is th.e impact of the day instructor and

administrator upon the evening program?
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i'o gain a true picttu·e of proportionate value of day
to evening, the mechanics to apportion time appropriately
must be developed.

4. The role of the

11

off-campus" instructor and hi.s contri-

bution to the educational program should be examined.
i

The role of the instructor who is not involved in currieuJ.um, committee meetings, or

w1w

does not meet office

hours, and his relation to the college would appear to be
inequitable.

11he unstructured responses indicated that a

feeli.ng of "second-rate citizenry" or "forgotten faculty"
on the part of the--''off-campus" instructor was present.
Study into the mechanics of involving this. instructor
sb.ou1d be performed.
evening

While few funds are expended on

admin~stration,

perhaps there is need for more

BUpervision :V.Thi.ch rrrouJ.d involve the "off-campus"
instructor relating to an "on-campus" administrator in a
meaningful manner.

5. In this study, respondents were questioned relating to
the equity of funding of the "defined. adult."

While the

answers given appeared to agree that the designation is
discriminatory and not equitable, there was no in-depth
investigation of the question of discrimination.

When

questioned, instructors did not feel that they treated
the "defined adult" any differently from any other stud.ent--in fact, most of them did not know who the "defined
adults 11 were in their classes.
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Ho·wever, in an examination of the "defined adult"
there is found. to be a large majority of this c1a.ssification in the evening college where the services are few.
Coupled with the foundation program's differentiation of
the "defined adult" and the "other than defined :adult,"
it would appear that the "defined adult" i.s located in
the evening college and appears to be con~·iclered as a
participant in a segment of education which does not
receive the same level of education as that of.the day
college.

Hmvever, as the number of partic:ipants in the

evening college has grown, the segment has taken on a new
meaning fo:c it is the segment which has experienced the
greatest growth.
It is apparent from this research that study
~;

.

-

sh01.;~ld

be

undertaken to examine alternative methods of financing by
the State of California which will insure equal educational services for all of the students in the community
college.

6. Although cost-benefit studies have provided insight into
the mechanics of examining the financial CO$ts and
returns of higher education, there are factors whioh are
extremelydifficult to gauge.
Curriculum offerings such as fine arts, care for the
sick and aged, as well as physical education can be
expensive.

Study should be undertaken to examine courses

in the light of their value to edu.cation and the
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community and not just the cost of particular courses in
question.
SUf-'IM.ARY

A summary of the study of cost differential betlveen
comparative clay a.nd evening programs has been presented in
this chapter.

A modified version of the Program Classifi-

cation ~)tructure has been effectively ut':ilized to sho~tr that
the costs of day i.nstructi.on are significantl.y higher than
those of the evening when compared on a per-credit-hour
basis.
It has been shown that the majority of the evening
students al'e in the "defined adult 11 category and some administrators feel this group should receive the same level of
f:le:cvices and. fihanc.i.al support as any other segment of the
commtunity college.
In summary, it should be no ted that a ·balanced perspective in relation to costs versus other elements of the
educational spectrum should be maintained.

o
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INTERVIEW INS'l'HUMJ<JNT
PART I--EXPI1ANATION OF THE PURPOSli: OF THE INTERVIEW
1
rO THE RESPONDENT

The following explanation 1ivill be related to ali.
su"bjects in the sample:
I am working on a doctoral dissertation at the Universi ty of the Pacific, Stocktony California.

The ultimatf3 goa1

of my research is to make a. comparison of the costs of
selected disciplines taught both in the day and evening
colleges.
For the purpose of this study I have grouped questions
co:n.ceri:ting the costs of disciplines into four areas.
are.as are:

The

tiJr.e allocation, supply utilization, ecru.ipment

util.izatio.n, and support services.

During the course of the

intervielv, please don 1 t hesitate to ask questions, especially
if you· need clarification of any of the terms used.
The last section of the interview will ask questions

•..

regarding the status of the stude.pt classification generally
known as the "defined adult."

Plea8e be assu.red that your

replies will be held in strict confidence.·

The validity of

the study is dependent on the accuracy of the responses
received from· tl.te people interviewed.
Do you have any questions?
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Name·:

Interview

------

Present ·position: .....,.,,.

___ ___ ___ _____________
.

,

.,

Date~

_....._

Ho':-1 long in the present position: _____________

How long .Ln the dlBtrict =-----·---··-----·

PAR1' II:C---COIJLBGIATE: COS'l1 ELEIVfENTS
The foJ.lowi11g questions w·.LLl concern different costs

which are important in

deeidi.t\;~

rwvr to distribute costs to

different disciplines.
TIME AlLOCATION

time ad;:dnistr<:tt.ive per:30rille1)
l . Whs. t percentage of you.r time .is spent with day class

aetivities?
2.

1

tlhc~t

:percentage of your time is spent vd th evening class

activities?
,..

3. In budget development do you factor in the costs of
e>renin~z
~

:i.nstru.ction?

·
-------·-

4. What percentage of your time is spent vlith the following?
a. Visi.ting day classes?
b. Vieiting
c. Advising

---n:i.ght o.lassE"·s'?
----------day person::::..el?
------.--.

.

d. Advising night personnel? _ _ _ _ _ _
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5. Do you differentiate between

day and evening classes when

developing s chedul.es?_ _.______

>

ferentiation:

Please explain the dif-

---~-·

Inst:r.uctional acti vrty (to be asked of ful.l·--time and parttime instructors)

6. HovT many hou.rs a week do you teach? ·---Of these hours, how many are devoted. to even:i.ng college.
teaching?

.

7. Is there difference between the vmy in whieh you teach
the day and evening classes?_______
the difference?

If yes, ·what is

----- -------·----·..,----

8. Do you ::nake referrals to counselJ..ng ivi th evening

students?

-----·---

How often?

-----

-------·--·---

Clerical activitx (to be asked of the classified employees)

9. What percentage of the week do you spend. ivi th the
following:
Tests for day teachers'? __·--·- - · - - - - Tests for night teachers?

-----

Laboratory assignments for day teachers?

------·----

Laboratory assignments for night teachers? ______.___
Other activities for night or day instruction? _ _ _ _ _
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SUPPLIES

10. How many examinations do 310u give d11ring the semester?

11 • vlhat is the average number of pages of your examinations?

12. How many quizzes?

------

Pages of quizzes?_.__ ··---:

13. Is there a difference between the

percenta~e

of supplies

1J.sed vri t:h. the day and the evening classes?_
If t.he::t'e is a difference, why?_____________

----------14. Do you use special supplies in the courses you teach?
T
.-S

there a difference behv-een the clay

and .evening co2.lege su.pplies used?··---·--------··-

What

is the difference?______···--·
What is the percentage difference?
Administrative
1 5. What percentage of the suppl:Les used by you are for the

Bvening classes? _______

day classes?

16. Can you dif'ferenth1.te between the
you?

diseiplim~s

1i~xpl~:dn: ~-----·-·-·---~------

served by

---·--'-

17 • .A....Te there special nupplies used wJ:th day classes?_ _ __
Night?
0

18. vihnt

·-·-------·

p~rcentage

--· -·---·.....,----·----·----

of the special supplles is used ·with day

act:i.vi ties? ____ .___ . Night aeti vi ties?.:.._ _ _ _ _ _ _

"

1'l4

EQlJ'IPMEN'r

1 9. Do you. use special equipment to perform in.structional
activities? __,_ _ __
Explain: _ __

------·-----------

20. Is there a difference between the equipment usecl, in the

day and evening classes?___________

Explain: __"·----·------·-

21 • What percentage of the equipmen-t uti.lization is day?
Night?

- - -. - - ·
SUPPORT SERVICES

LibrarY.
22. Do you reserve books for the classes in the library? _____
23 • .How many books are on reserve for your clar:3ses now? __~--

24. Do the 1.3vening students and d.ay students utilize reBerve
books equally?______

If no, explain: _ _·----·-·-~

2.5. How· many books has the library purchased for your discipline this year?______

What percentage of the utl.li-

zation will be day?_______

Night? _____ '" _____

26. Ho1-v many periodicals has the library purchased for your
discipline this year?________

1afhat percentage of the

utilization wi.ll be day? _______

Night? _ __

27. What other services has the library provided for your
work?
Percentage day?______

Percentage n:Lght'? _________

..1 •n;
1 .)

28. Hmv many films do you show during the semester? ______,.

29. What is the average cost of film rental?----··

30. Do you show the same fiJ..ms to both the day and evening
classes'?

31. Are there other services provided by audiovisual? _________,
What services?

-----------·----··--.-----··-----Percentage night? _______·-·--

Percentage day?

§J?.ecial ~..P-or:t services (These are special serv1ces · whJ. ch
you may use that may not be included above.)
32. Do you utilize special support services for students?

If yes, what? _________

-·-··------·--·-··---

33. I.s the:cr:J a d:Lfference bE/c1iveen day m1d evening

~.:rtudents

:in

reJ.at:Lcn to special services? _________
If yes, vrhat? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.._____·-----··-----·-------

Percentage day? _ _ _ __

Percentage nj_ght? ___·---·-

DEE'INED ADULT

The following questions will. relate to the def'in'e.d.
adult, that student who .is enrolled in credit courses but w.b.o
is over 21 years of age and pursuing less than

·j

0 clock hours

of college credit.
34. \alhat percentage of the students -vri th whom you work are
"defined adults"?
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35. Is there a difference between thE) serviees provided t!1.e
students in the

11

defi.ned. adult" eategory'?

If

yes, what is the di:fferc:mce?~··------------·--·-------·--·--··-

36. Do you feel that there should be a difference between the
state's fi.nancial support of the "defined adult 11 and that
of "other than defined adult"? _______,_______________ __

37. In your opinj_on, how should the State of California
apportion funds? _ __

PAH.T V--UNSTR.UCTURED RESPONSE

.As you can

see~

. I am attempting to identify cost clif-·

ference[) which arise between day and evening classes.

What

do you feel the college does in relation to the two classificati•JES (enrollment types) which is unique and m:Lght have a

bearing on a cost study of this type? _________ ··-----·----:-

........-

-~------------

----·--------·---

